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Mulch
on sale
at parks
The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation System will be selling mulch to
the public for $15 per truck
load.
To purchase the mulch, interested parties must go by the
Park Office at 900 Payne Street
or call 762-0325, Mondays
through Fridays, 8 a.m. - 4
p.m.
Individuals must provide their
own pick-up trucks. Mulch will
be loaded by MCCRP during
the week, from 1-3 p.m. Money
from sales will go back into
the park for maintenance equipment.

DUI bill
clears
committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A bill to toughen Kentucky's
drunken-driving laws sailed
through the Senate Judiciary
Committee nearly intact.
Rep. Rob Wilkey, the bill's
lead sponsor, confidently predicted Senate passage after
the committee made only minor
changes to the sweeping proposal om Wednesday.
Wilkey, D-Franklin, found
other reasons for optimism. No
committee members voiced
objections to the proposal to
lower the legal threshold at
which drivers are presumed
intoxicated, a focal point of the
bill.
The committee's changes
dealt with the punishment for
repeat DUI offenders and the
alcohol-treatment programs they
must attend.
The committee voted to give
judges the option of seizing
the license plates of repeat
offenders or having ignition lock
devices placed in their vehicles.
The lock devices serve as
a sobriety test. If a person's
blood-alcohol
concentration
exceeds a certain level, the
vehicle would not start.
Another change would prohibit DUI violators from regaining their driving privileges before
finishing an alcohol-treatment
proposal. And offenders would
have to complete the programs
within 90 days.
"The changes that were
made, I think, were good,"
Wilkey said.
The committee changes
mean the bill would have to
return to the House for final
passage.
The House passed the bill
91-5 last week.
The legislation found a
receptive audience among Senate committee members.
The bill would lower the
blood-alcohol level at which drivers are presumed intoxicated
to 0.08, down from 0.1.
The bill also would make it
a crime to possess an open
alcoholic beverage container in
the passenger compartment of
a vehicle.
A violation would carry a
fine of $.35 to $100.

THURSDAY

Senate budget panel slashes money

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Republican members of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee approved their version
of a spending plan while Democratic members passed and complained about the secrecy surrounding the bill.
The differences demonstrated
Wednesday evening could be a
preview of what happens when

the Senate budget, which could for teachers, troopers, sheriffs and
get a vote in the full Senate today, Medicaid in order to make their
meets the House version, which spending plan balance without raispassed last week and spends hun- ing taxes. They also grabbed a
dreds of millions of dollars more. few million dollars from other proHouse Speaker Pro Tern Larry grams and invented some new revClark, D-Louisville. "I'd make it enue.
50-50 we go home without a budgThe plan was put together quiet," said Houle Speaker Pro Tern etly as Republicans in the Senate
Larry Clark, t)-Louisville.
try to build their first budget as
The Senate plan slashed money a majority party in the Senate.

Senate
passes
campus
safety
measure
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
mother of a student who died in
a dormitory fire watched the culmination of a crusade for more
safety on college campuses.
Gail Minger sat next to Senate President David Williams as
a bill to require stricter reporting
of campus crime won 37-0 final
passage in the Senate. The bill,
which passed the House without
dissent, now goes to Gov. Paul
Patton.
"What has happened here will
save lives," Mrs. Minger said afterwards.
Her son, Michael Minger, died•
in a dorm fire at Murray State
University in September 1998. Mrs.
Minger has said that she and her
son .were lied to about a fire at
the dorm that took place five days
before the fatal blaze.
The bill would require public
institutions of higher learning to
keep a log of all crimes reported on campus and make it available for public inspection.
Schools also would have to
report fires to the state fire marshal and local fire authorities.
Institutions violating the requirements could be fined. Sen. David Karem, who has
two .college-aged sons, said he
admired Mrs. Minger's courage
and perseverance in pushing for
the campus-safety measure.
"As a parent with two sons, 1
want to express my gratitude and
thank you with all my heart," said
Karem, D-Louisville.
In other action, the Senate passed
a bill to prevent local governments from suing firearms and
ammunition manufacturers.
The bill passed 32-4 and goes
to Patton. It is one of several progun measures advancing through
the General Assembly, which drew
complaints from one opponent.
"When will we stop being lackeys for the National Rifle Asso-

•See Page 2

The chopping was prompted by their curve at the beginning of the meetdecision to hold the line against ing by bringing up the
bill that
any tax increases. Gov. Paul Patcontains the tax increase passed
ton's original budget plan, and the
one passed last week by the House, by the House and asking if any
with votes from Democrats and members wanted to vote on it.
"I think it's just a political ploy
Republicans alike; which counts
on about $178 million in tax increas- to bring this up before the comes.
mittee," said Sen. Benny Ray BaiChairman Richie Sanders, RFranklin. threw the committee a II See Page 2

Restaurant
construction
slated for
next year

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TAKING OUT THE TRASH...A crew assigned to the work
service program of the Calloway County Detention Center cleans up a dump site on Martin Chapel Road Wednesday morning. The area has been the site of continual
dumping in spite of posted notices.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Even though construction is far
from beginning, the groundwork
to bring Ryan's Steakhouse to Murray is already being laid.
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments approved a 34.9-foot
front setback variance, a 5.2-foot
setback variance for a free-standing sign, a variance to allow three
wall signs instead of one and permission for 31 off-site parking
spaces that will be used as employee parking for the restaurant Tuesday.
"Setbacks don't bother me
because they're a formality," said
board chairman Bill Whitaker.
"Plus, all we're giving them is
more signs, not bigger signs."
The 167-foot-long building will
be located on a tract of land in
front of Lowe's Home Improvement Warehouse off the 121 North
Bypass. Access to the restaurant
will be off Wal-Mart Drive,' the
recently-constructed road leading
to Lowe's from the highway.
Ryan's representative Chuck
Hoskins said Ryan's Steakhouse
restaurants usually cost upwards

of $3 million to construct. Jason
Goins, an engineer on the project, said construction would likely not begin until the begiving
of next year.
City Planner Mark Sallin said
Ryan's had purchased the tract of
land from property owner Dwayne
Hale, but had to negotiate with
Lowe's about construction because
.Hale had signed a "no-build" agreement with Lowe's, restricting use
of the four lots he owned in the
area.
"We just went to Lowe's,"
Hoskins said. "We have a very
good working relationship with both
Lowe's and Wal-Mart."
The Ryan's property is located
directly behind property owned by
Murray State University.
Hoskins said that since both
the Regional Special Events Center and Roy Stewart Stadium were
located across the highway, there
were some concerns about people
parking at Ryan's and then walking across the road.
"We understand that there's an
arena and a football stadium across
• See

Page 2

Kirkham explains SGA role on campus
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Brandon Kirkham only has a few weeks
remaining in his term as Student Government
Association president at Murray State University.
The last thing he Wants to do, though, is
be remembered as a lame duck president.
Kirkham outlined his future plans, as well
as past accomplishments, during a State of
the University Address and Forum Wednesday
night in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
"It's kind of a bittersweet time," he said.
"I don't have any idea what I'm going to do
next year, but .it's time to move on."
The address marked the first time in school
history an SGA president has attempted to

address the student body in such a way. Turnout resentatives in the SGA.
for the event was sparse, with the majority of
"The underlying thing we wanted to do
the audience consisting of SGA members.
was offer total student representation," Kirkham
"I shouldn't have scheduled this against said. "We want to represent that student who
'The West Wing,— Kirkham joked during the never leaves their dorm room."
speech. "Apparently, people would rather watch
Kirkham said in order for the changes to
Martin Sheen play the president than listen to be approved, the entire student body will have
the real president."
to vote in an election. If approved there, the
Kirkham used much of the address to explain issue could then go before the MSU Board
how the SGA has helped improved student of Regents. A town meeting between SGA the
conditions on campus. He also talked about Residential College Association will be held
how the SGA constitution may be amended March 30.
in the near future.
Meanwhile, Kirkham said the SGA will
According to Kirkham, the new constitu- once again publish faculty evaluations on the
tion would make the Residential College Asso- Internet. He also said students will have access
ciation a part of the SGA. The change would
double the number of Residential College rep- • See Page 2

Representative prepares
complaint about police

Tonight...Increasing clouds
Low in the lower 50s. Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday.. Mostly cloudy. High
70 to 75
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
WRITING HER TALE.. Sydney Coleman concentrates on her new
story "The Lady of the Tiger" during the storytelling class
Wednesday at the National Scouting Museum. The class is part
of the city schools' enrichment session, and is part of the outreach program of the museum.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A state representative and former Louisville alderman has compiled a list of settlements totaling $3.3 million
paid out by the city to people who filed °complaints against the police over the last 14 years.
The list, announced by Rep. Paul Bather on
Wednesday, is part of a seven-page complaint
Bather said he plans to file with the U.S. Justice Department next week.
The city, Acting Police Chief Greg Smith,
Louisville Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 6
and former police chiefs Gene Sherrard and Doug
Hamilton are listed as defendants.
Bather's announcement was the latest development in a controversy that erupted in the city
this month when two white police officers were
given awards of valor for their roles in the fatal
shooting of an unarmed car theft suspect, who
was black.
Calling the awards insensitive. Mayor Dave
Armstrong fired Police Chief Gene Sherrard. who
had approved the awards ithout the mayor's
knowledge. Police officers and their union, the
Fraternal Order of Police, have reacted to the
firing with large street demonstrations in protest
of the mayor.

Bather, who represents a largely black statehouse district in western Louisville, said he is
calling for a federal investigation he hopes would
result in an agreement between the Justice Department, the city and the FOP that will change
police policies, procedures, training and the behavior of officers.
"I want the same thing Dave Armstrong wants:
to change the culture, and this will change the
culture of the department," he said Wednesday.
David James, vice president of the FOP, said
the union was not afraid of a Justice Department investigation.
"We have nothing to hide. We don't feel it's
needed, but we have nothing hide," James said.
A department spokesman said Wednesday that
Justice officials are looking into the Louisville
matter "to see if any further action is warranted."
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who was at the Justice Department Wednesday, said the federal government needs to investigate what he sees as a
pattern of police corruption and racial profiling
nationwide. He also called for an investigation

See Page
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•SGA

• Budget ...
From Page 1
ley, D-Hindman, who was chairman of the panel when Democrats held a majority two years ago.
Democrats in the Senate made
it clear they also did not want to
vote for any tax increases this
year.
Bailey, who said the copies of
documents he received were still
warm from printing, said never in
his 21 years in the General Assembly "has the process been so
closed."
Sanders said Democratic senators were invited to participate in
small groups that went over portions of the budget for the last
week. "This process was truly a
deliberative process," Sanders said.
Democratic members disputed
that version of events. "This is
the Senate Republicans' budget,"
said Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray.
"We had basically no input in this
process."
The biggest budget differences
with versions from the House
include:
—$21 million less in state 'aid
to - elementary and secondary
schools.
—$16 million less for other
education programs, largely aimed
at teachers, from recruitment initiatives to professional training.
—$25 million less for Medic-

aid administration and benefits.
Medicaid is the program that provides health care services to the
poor and handicapped.
—$2.3 million less for programs for the mentally retarded.
—$5.5 million less that would
have hired 50 more Kentucky State
Police officers.
—Elimination of all construction and development projects,from
$5,000 grants to volunteer fire
departments to expansion of Rupp
Arena.
Republican Floor Leader Dan
Kelly of Springfield said delays
in doing the budget in the House
led to a policy of cutting increases added by others.
The Senate also jettisoned a
House plan to spend cash in the
Road Fund set aside for construction
projects already underway. Sanders
said it would mean $307 million
less in road building in the next
two years.
Kelly. said the budget still provides money for important iuitiatives, such as $120 million for
research endowments at universities and early childhood development.
Sen. Bob Leeper of Paducah.
whose switch to the Republican
Party last year gave the GOP its
majority, said the budget would
be embraced by voters because no
taxes will be increased.

Every Friday Night

Etaw 11•1\14.G4PC1
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* 28
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Paying from $25 - $250

$500 Jack ot Ever Week
'Air Conditioned- Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License 10181

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

From Page 1
to professors syllabi on-line as well.
Kirkham is not content, however, to rest on past victories, and
he proposed several new initiatives during the course of his
speech.
Kirkham said because of the
success, of the new Curtis Center
fitness center, which he said is
averaging 480 student visitors per
day, the time has come to expand
student fitness options once again.
"There's a problem already
because it (the Curris Center facility) obviously can't hold that many
people," Kirkham said. "It's time
to expand the fitness center."
While proposing new things,
though, Kirkham maintained his
position that students should not
be charged extra for university initiatives.
One example he brought up
was the university's increasing
reliance on Internet technology.
Kirkham proposed that the universit) should offer free Internet
set-% ice to students living in the
dorms in order to not only expand
technology opportunities, but also
to give students an incentive to
stay on campus.
"The university wants to charge
the students," he said. -This really gets to me. to tell the students
they need the access to technology and then make them pay for
it."
Kirkham was also highly criti-•
cal of the university's laptop computer proposal. v‘hich would sup-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENING
Pick 3: '
4-9-5
Pick 4:
6-6-6-3

MIDDAY
Pick 3:

5-3-2
Pick 4:

Cash 5:

4-7-8-8

8-30-31-33-35

Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

Lotto:

3-21-23-32-38-40

ply students, faculty and staff at
MSU with laptop computers, but
would also add tuition Costs for
the students.
PASADENA, Texas (AP) — A
"I hated it," he said. "The idea
apparently spurned by a love
man
is good, but the way they want
opened fire in a church
interest
to implement it is terrible. I just
night, wounding the
.Wednesday
didn't think it was right for stuthree other people
and
woman
dents on financial aid to have to
he shot and killed himself,
before
pay for a benefit for the faculty."
police said.
While plefsed with what the
The attack at the Iglesia CrisSGA has done during his term,
tiana Espoa Del Cordero in subKirkham said it is important for
urban Houston happened during a
events such as the one Wednesmeeting that followed services at
day to draw a larger crowd.
the Pentecostal church. About 25
"It's very important for next
people were inside.
year for this room to be full," he
Police spokesman J.M. Baird
said. -There are so many things said the man found the 18-yearto do on this campus."
old' woman and professed his love

34, said he saw the man in early
Wednesday at a nearby Wal-Mart.
He said he was making small talk
with the man — whom he knew
only as "Oscar" — When "he said
he was going to kill someone."
"I thought he was kidding,"
Montana said. "I told myself that
if I saw him at the church tonight
I would call police."
The 49-year-old-pastor and the
young woman's 38-year-old mother were hospitalized in critical conditiOn at Memorial Hermann Hospital. The young woman was in
fair condition at another Houston
for her.
hospital with a bullet wound in
"What we know is that the sus- her neck.
pect was apparently in love with
The 32-year-old man was grazed
the 18-year-old and found she liked
by a bullet and did not have to
him like a brother," Baird said.
The two argued, the man left be taken to a hospital, Baird said.
Last September, a man spewand then returned with a gun,
police said. He opened fire, wound- ing anti-Baptist rhetoric walked
ing the woman, her mothei, the into a Fort Worth church and fatalpastor and an another man, before ly shot seven people before he killed
himself in a pew. Seven others
walking outside to kill himself.
were injured at the Wedgwood
immediatenot
His name was
Baptist Church by Larry G. Ashly released.
Church .member Jose Montana. brook.

III Safety ...
From Page 1

ciation, and when will this lunaend?" said Sen. Gerald Neal,
D-Louisville.
Other bills passed by the Senate would:
—Require Kentucky schools.to
close on the third Monday in January in observance of the Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday.
Neal, the Senate's only black
member, said the bill would give
proper recognition to King's holiday.
From Page 1
The Department of Education
and state school board have encouraged districts to observe the hol- the street," Hoskins said. "There's
iday honoring the slain civil-rights no way to police that, though."
The decision to add the offleader's birth. A handful of school
districts scheduled classes on Jan. site spaces, Hoskins said; was
17 this year, the date the holiday. because Ryan's will be required
to construct a 50-foot entrance
was observed.
The bill passed 36-0 and goes road off of Wal-Mart drive. The
addition of the spaces on the road
,
to Patton.
will cut the distance down to 28
—Allow Kentucky voters to
feet,
which is still four feet more
Kenthe
abolish
decide whether to
than
what the city requires.
tucky Railroad Commission. The
The
board decided to require
proposed constitutional amendment
to be employee parkthose
spaces
approved
goes to the House. If
to
ing
reduce
the amount of trafthere, the proposal would go on
fic on the far west end of the
the November ballot.
road and to reduce the amount of
The Railroad Commission is an
pedestrians attempting to cross it.
with
office
constitutional
obscure
three elected members whose duties
were long ago taken over by federal regulators.

cy
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When I grow up,
I want to be
a doctor.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man was injured
when his car hit a 600-pound calf
that ran across Outland Schoolhouse Road Wednesday'night, according to a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department report.
Joe F. Lasater Jr., 44, of South
Ninth Street. was treated for neck
strain and scrapes at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and released,
an MCCH spokesman said.
Lasater wa driving north when
the Black Angus'calf ran in front of
his car about one-half mile south of
Kentucky 1536, the report said.
The impact severely damaged
the car and killed the calf, the
owner of which has not been identified, the report said.

The high cost of college shouldn't
stand in the way of a bright future.

into the fatal shooting of Desmond
Rudolph, the car theft suspect, by
Louisville police.
"The bad news is these
(Louisville) police are creating a
state of anarchy," Jackson told
reporters on the steps of the Justice Department headquarters building, adding, "It is almost an act
of civil war."
Jackson said he is coming to
Louisville next week to meet with
community leaders.
"Police must protect and serve,
-Inot profile, intimidate and harass
people," he said.
Armstrong, who was in Washington yesterday to discuss his city's
Gun Violence Task Force with
Attorney General Janet Reno. said
Jackson needed to stay out of
Louisville's affairs.
"With due respect to Reverend
Jackson, we need, to resolve this
ourselves," he said. "Bringing in
outside folks will not help."
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Among other things, the complaint alleges the city does not
regularly evaluate the performance
of police officers and that many
complaints to police internal affairs
are routinely determined invalid.
"The city and the FOP, through
the code of silence and lax disciplinary action, have fed into
this," Bather said in an interview
with The Courier-Journal.
The complaint asks the Justice
Department to establish "effective
procedures
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In his complaint, Bather alleges
the city and police routinely violate constitutional rights and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, among
others.
The list of 58 people and the
settlement each received were compiled from city law department
records and go back to 1987,
Bather said. The individual complaints include false arrest, excessive force, shot by police, alleged
rape, unlawful. detainment and
unreasonable, search and seizure.
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"Ryan's only likes to have 15.0
or so parking ,spaces," Hoskins
said. If you haye a lot that's too
big, it's going to look like you're
not busy."
In other business, the board voted
to approve a 7-foot setback variance for the Habitat for Humanity -house that will be constructed
at 402 S. 10th St. Sallin said the
variance was granted in order to
line the house up with others on
the street.
The board also approved a 48.5square-foot free-standing sign for
Stone-Lange Company, which
offers medical products and hearing rehabilitation, at 210 S. 12th
St.

II Police ...

Man injured in
cow-car accident

401N. 4th St.

141

Man wounds four in
church,then kills self
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

OUTDOOR CLASSROOM...Murray Elementary School teacher Denise Whittaker starts a volley in a tennis clinic at the MHS courts during the schools' enrichment session Wednesday.

Workers offer emotional testimony •
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Ann
()rick told lawmakers she has suffered from six breast tumors,,gallbladder failure, severe digestive
problems and has only months to
live unless she undergoes, major
intestinal surgery.
"I am deathly sick," the
Knoxville, Tenn., woman told the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee on Wednesday.
Her testimony brought several
people to tears. It was part of a
hearing focusing on the health
problems of workers at the nowshuttered Oak Ridge. Tenn, K-25
plant and two other federal uranium-enrichment facilities in Piketon, Ohio, and Paducah.
Orick was joined by. about 40
workers from Oak Ridge and a
handful of others from Portslouth,
Va.
Vikki Hatfield, of Kingston,
Tenn., testified she would have to
sell her family farm in order to
continue paying for her father's
medical care, inclu4ing medicine
that sometimes costs as much as
$500 a day.

He is a former worker at the
old K-25 plant who suffers from
overexposure to Beryllium, a metal
Used in the production of nuclear
weapons.
Orick, like Many other workers, says she doesn't know what
radioactive material or toxic chemicals she was exposed to on the
job, because—plant...officials concealed that information.
The workers testified they wore
little, if any, protective clothing
at the facilities, which used to enrich
uranium for nuclear weapons. And
they say they were not warned of
the dangers of exposure to radiation or other toxic material.
Orick recalled handling samples she now believes were radioactive. "They didn't even have lids
on them," she said. "I was not
even given a pair of gloves!'
Orick's husband, Mack, also,
worked at the plant and suffers
health probleins. She gave the senators an old photo of him at the
plant wearing no protective gear
and covered with unknown substances.
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"He's got all kinds of things
splashed all over him," said Committee Chairman Sen. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn.
He called their plight "one of
the more unseemly aspects of the
Cold War."
Thompson was backed up by
Sen. George Voinovich, R-Ohio.,
who said the workers should not
have to prove they were exposed
to materials that made them sick.

WASHINGTON (AP)— Repub- jamin Gilman; R-N.Y., the mea- ing," Rep. Martin host, D-Texas,
licans said they wanted to "send sure's chief sponsor.
declared, chastising the Republia message" to OPEC oil producRep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., can majority for pushing the "mean:ers. Democrats called it meaning- ridiculed the measure as "feel good ingless" legislation, which he earless "feel good fluff."
legislation" that does little beyond lier in a news release described
But in the end, all but a hand- requiring reports — documents, he as "feel good fluff." Still, Frost
ful of House members — Repub- added mockingly, that "already have voted for the bill.
licans and Democrats alike — them quaking in Kuwait and quivSenate Republicans, meanwhile,
voted for a bill Wednesday- that ering in Venezuela."
were planning a largely symbolic
But when it came time to Vote, vote of their own on a proposed
both sides acknowledged would
do little to help Americans deal Frank cast a "present" — not want- "gas tax holiday," possibly early
with the high cost of oil, or lower ing to endorse the legislation, but next week, in an apparent attempt
also not eager to be seen voting by the GOP leadership to try to
prices.
Instead, the vote may have on the wrong side in the oil car- gain some political advantage. .
demonstrated how little power Con- tel versus American- consumer
Senate Majority Leader Trent
gress has to address the soaring debate.
Lott, R-Miss., this week quietly
There were 1-87 Democrats who filed two gasoline tax bills — one
oil and gasoline prices that grip
the nation, much less influence voted wide. Republicans for the to suspend the 4.3 cent-a-gallon
legislation, including some who increase that Congress approved
foreign oil production plans.
The legislation, although char- were highly critical of the bill in 1993, and another to suspend
acterized by some lawmakers as durinj a two-hour debate.
the entire 18.4 cent federal levy
"Sometimes people laugh at — with a test vote planned for
tepid and inconsequential., passed
the House 382-38, marking the Congress. This is a day for laugh- early next week.
first congressional response to the
tripling of oil prices over the past
14 months.
The bill, titled the "Oil Price
Reduction Act," simply requires
the White House to review pricing practices of the 11-member
Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and the president to work with other nations
to restrict military assistance against
countries found to be engaged in
petroleum price fixing.
Nevertheless, it was touted by
supporters as a "wakeup call" and
a "clear message" to the Clinton
administration and OPEC, which
meets next Monday to consider
new oil production levels, that this
country is angry over the run-yp
()_yf R 50NEARS
in oil prices.
An American Company
It "spotlights OPEC's price-fixNew Better Hearing
ing activities," declared Rep. BenThrough Professional Care
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Service Center Will
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•BULK GARDEN SEEDS
*BEDDING PLANTS & FLOWERS
•ONION SETS .SEED POTATOES
New Flowers & Plants Arriving Daily

1:1 & M Market
403 Sycamore St. • Murray
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.• 270-753-7483
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Chaps Ralph Lauren
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If you've noticed an increase in your banking fees, you know who really
We can provide information and coverage for your
pays for bank mergers and acquisitions., And if your bank says a merger

LIABILITY
INSURANCE

is in its customers' best interest, then why is it costing you
more money?
At The Murray Bank, we not only have the lowest fees in
town, we pledge to provide the kind of customer service and

Personal Umbrella Coverage for:

attention that will make you glad you bank with us.

Bodily Injury Liability
Slander
Libel
False Arrest
Invasion of Privacy
Defamation of Character
Property Damage Liability

If you're frustrated with all the changes at your old bank,
choose The Murray Bank. The only thing we'll raise is
your confidence.

Ask About Shelter's

HOME,LIFE, FARM, BUSINESS

The1)

coverages too
www.shelterins.com

Murray B

We'll always
be there for you.
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance Coil Home Office 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218
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•
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1000 404• Murray, Ky. • 270-753-5626
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Standing in the doors

EDITORIAL

Let's pass a state budget
They have been visited by the tooth
fairy.
They have barked like dogs when discussing a fee increase for dog licenses.
They have received dolls from foster
parents to carry around for a month. •
They still haven't passed a budget.
The Kentucky General Assembly is
becoming a circus with legislators .questioning each other's personal religious views
during House debates. With school children and other groups coming in to witness the historical occasion of state government at work, this is ridiculous
Yes, these are our Idgislators hard at
work in Frankfort.
At the rate they are going, nothing will
be resolved by next Wednesday, the end
of the session.
This is unacceptable.
We, the, taxpayers, are paying our representatives and senators $153.57 a day
($109.31 for those senators with terms beginning 1/1/97).
Furthermore, if they hold a position in
either the House or the Senate. additional money is given to them. A session
expense allowance of $88 a day is added
to the tab. That's a lot of Twinkies and
coffee, even in the wake of the recent
Twinkie shortage.

If a special se§sion is called, it will
cost taxpayers approximately $38,000$40,000 per day, according to the Legislative Research Commission.
Considering that is more than the average Calloway Countian makes in one year,
perhaps we need to make it clear to our
elected officials that we have had enough.
The budget passed last week by the
House, which is similar to the one proposed by Gov. Paul Patton, includes about
$178 million in tax increases.
The Senate has been adamant that it
will not consider tax increases. GOP senators are quietly putting a plan together,
which has prompted complaints about the
secrecy.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman,
who said the copies of budget documents
he received were still warm from printing.
said never in his 21 years in the General Assembly "has the process been so
closed."
And Sen. Bob Jackson,D-Murray,claimed
that, "We had basically no input in this
process."
A budget deadlock makes no sense and
we as taxpayers refuse to accept it.
Our message to the state legislators is
very simple: -Get your work done and
come home."

Congress should like plan
L.oliWASHINGTON AP
gress and the Clinton administration could embrace many suggestions made by a federal e-commerce tax commission, but some
business-backed recommendations
are sure to encounter resistance.
The Federation of Tax Administrators, an organization of state
tax officials, estimated that the tax
breaks approved by the Ads isory
Commission on Electronic Commerce meeting in Dallas this week
would cost states at least $25 billion annually, if enacted.
"The changes would be extremely significant to current law."
Deputy Treasury Secretary Stuart
Eizenstat said. ,
The 19 commissioners failed to
gain the two-thirds majority vote
necessary to formally send a full
set of recommendations to Congress.
But 11 members did vote to
send Capitol Hill the business
members' proposal that would
extend a moratorium on new Internet taxes until October 2006. eliminate telephone excise taxes and
permanently ban taxes on Internet
access.
It also would respond to a 1993
Supreme Court ruling that said a
business must have a physical presence in a state before that state's
sales taxes could be applied.
The proposal would make clear
that physical presence did not
include such things as an Internet
service provider or a World Wide
Web page.
There is agreement on some of
these provisions, but objections
were raised to others by the Clinton administration, state and local
government representatives and traditional retailers.
The offending items would:
—Allow media companies to sell
digitized versions of movies, books,
newspapers and music — as well
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In 1963, Alabama Gov. George
Wallace stood in a schoolhouse door
in a failed attempt to keep blacks
from entering. Federal marshals
forced the door open.
Thirty-seven years later, a Florida judge has effectively stood in
the schoolhouse door, barring
minority and poor children from
getting out of their failed schools
and into private schools where
they will get a real education.
The case, which Gov. Jeb Bush
says will be appealed, involved
53 Pensacola poor children, who
were given state money to pay
private-school tuition in Florida's
groundbreaking voucher program.
In their private schools they
were learning to read and write,
something they weren't accomplishing as well in their government-run school.
It's no surprise that teachers'
unions and other organizations want
to keep kids trapped in these failed
schools. Forced to choose between
maintaining their own power and
perks and giving kids and parents
real education opportunity, they'll
go for the power and perks.
.The big surprise is that the
NAACP, which is supposed to be
about advancing people of color,
is a co-conspirator in assuring that
many poor minority children will
remain stuck in the intellectual
equivalent of- a condemned building.
Ted Forstmann, the Wall Street
financier who heads the Children's
Scholarship Fund, tells me he will
pay for the 53 Pensacola kids to
remain in their private schools.
He also believes many people are
not aware of the history of education in America and the amount
of money misspent on the current
system.
Forstmann wants you to know
that K-12 education is a $400 billion "enterprise." twice the size

of the telecommunications market.
And it's a monopoly. Government
has broken up smaller monopolies on the correct theory that
monopolies produce a bad product at a high price.
Education spending in constant
dollars has increased l4-fold since
1920. But in spite of longer school
years, a doubling of teachers'
salaries and dramatic downsizing
in classrooms, one-fourth of American children cannot, or can barely, understand written English.
Test scores are down, international rankings are an embarrassment, and census data show public schools have become the seicond likeliest place in America for
a violent crime to occur. The solution to the violence problem is
not trigger locks, but unlocking
the public-school door so kids and
parents can escape if they choose.
'The late American Federation
of Teachers President Albert
Shanker concluded: "It is time to
admit that public education operates like a planned economy. It's
a bureaucratic system where everybody's role is spelled out in
advance, and there -are few incentives for innovation and productivity. It's not a surprise when a
school system doesn't improve. It
more resembles a Communist economy than our own market economy."
Defenders of government education have it backward. They
defend a failed system rather than
a child's right to a good education.
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The demand is there. When the
Children's Scholarship fund offered
40,000 partial scholarships(the poor
have to pay $1,000 out of their
own pockets) , it received 1.25
million applications.
The Founders never intended
for government'to teach.the next
generation. In fact, before the American Revolution and for the first
100 years of America's existence,
education was competitive and
diverse. Choice was widespread
and, while not a perfect system,
children learned.
Historian Robert Seyboll has
written: "In the hands of private
schoolmasters the curriculum
expanded rapidly. Their schools
were commercial ventures, and,
consequently, competition was
keen... Popular demands, and the
element of competition,forced them
not only to add new courses of
instruction, but constantly to
improve their methods and technique of instruction."
Such a system produced George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Abraham Lincoln and many other
well-educated citizens. Jefferson
correctly observed: -If a nation.
expects to be both ignorant and
free, it expects what never was
and never will be."
If the public wants to bypass
the mind, controllers of government education and rescue the next
generation,contributions are accepted by the Children's Scholarship
Fund, 7 W. 57th St., New York,
N.Y. 10019, Its Web address is
www.scholarshipfund.org.
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CURT ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
as their physical counterparts sold
in stores — without collecting state
sales taxes.
Time Warner and America
Online, which are merging. have
top executives Richard Parsons and
Bob Pittman on the commission.
- Permit a company such as
computer maker Gateway Inc., represented on the commission by company chairman Ted Waitt, to set
up subsidiary "stores within stores"
and contract for repair services
while avoiding sales tax collection.
—Prevent states from collecting income or business activity
taxes on services such as information. entertainment and stock
brokerage by shifting earned income
away from certain states.
An architect of the majority
plan was David Pottruck, president of Charles Schwab Corp.
—Allow long-distance telephone
companies to avoid sales and excise
taxes by shifting telecommunications services and sales into different sets of subsidiaries. AT&T
Chairman Michael Armstrong and
MCI Worldcom Vice Chairman
John Sidgmore are members of
the panel.
Proponents of the majority plan
said these provisions would clarify a jumble of state rules on just
what constitutes physical presence
that invite frequent court challenges and cause huge compliance
costs.
The panel's chairman, Gov. Jim
Gilmore. R-Va., said the changes
would provide "a roadmap for

business as to how they can conduct themselves" on taxes.
Waitt, the Gateway chairman,
denied his motivation was to
improve his company's bottom line,
as did other business members.
"All we want is a level playing field. We don't need a special privilege," Waitt said. "I'm
looking at this from a broader industry perspective."
Other parts of the commission's
proposal are less controversial.
They include a permanent ban
on Internet access taxes, an extension until 2006 of a current moratorium on any new or discriminatory Internet taxes and repeal
of the 3 percent telephone excise
tax enacted in 1898 to finance the
Spanish-American War.
On his first full day back from
the presidential campaign trail, Sen.
John McCain, chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee,
introduced a bill that would enact
the proposal to extend the Internet tax moratorium until 2006.
"More discussion and more time
is necessary to arrive at a fair
conclusion" on Internet taxes, said
McCain, R-Ariz.
A co-author of the current Internet tax moratorium, Sen, Ron
Wyden, said Congress could pass
some parts of the commission's
proposal.
"I do think a package like this
is doable." Wyden, D-Ore., said
in an interview. "I think there
would be strong support for barring taxes that specifically target
the Internet."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 14 - The Daily (N.M.) Times, on economic effects of escalating gasoline prices:
It didn't take a news flash to let people know
gas prices have gone up.
All they had to do was drive to the nearest
filling station.
After recovering from .shock, some may wonder why this is happening.
Others wonder how far it will go
With predictions calling for regular gas to be
selling for $1.80 to S2 a gallon by summer, they
may not have long to wait to find out
This is simple capitalism at work.
When there was an oil glut and the price per
barrel fell to about $11, consumers reaped the benefit. Now, with production being held back by
OPEC, we are seeing drastic price int reases because

demand is outstripping the supply.
But it also may be a sign that we have relied
too log.. on _an overheated economy that is now
in for an adjustment.
Some have predicted higher gas prices won't
affect people purchasing larger. gas-guzzling vehicles or curtail movement in our mobile society.
But, it's doubtful they've seen fuel prices at their
highest — yet.
Whether the current gasoline shortage has longterm effects remains to be seen, but it's certain to
force some- to cut back on traveling or, at the
very least, force folks to spend more on fuel and
less on other things when they vacation.
It also could well be gasoline price hikes will
he the catalyst that causes our overheated economy to cool down. ...
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 10 - The Ironton (Ohio) Tribune, on to prevent a tragedy.
Add to that concerns about the quality of some
violence in schools:
Schools say they need help. They cannot seem parenting itself these days and there are plenty of
to stem the recent tide of violence in the nation's warning signs that this is a problem that is not
going to disappear after a bunch of pronounceschools.
These education professionals say it is tough to ments from vote-getting politicians.
The violence that plagues schools today and the
pick the students who will commit violent acts —
that there are just too many who face untold hor- apparent loss of innocence of our children is a
rors at home or simply have no good adult author- societal problem that needs more than words to be
resolved.
ity to monitor what they do.
And that makes school personnel worry.
Perhaps we need to look at our communities',
The time when we as a society can pass this churches, neighbors, families and friends to ses
job on to the schools is simply over. There is no what we can do to save our children — now. Fat
way they can catch every potential powder keg or .change to come, a dialogue and a partnership havf
get every troubled child the help he or she needs to begin.
•
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Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mail them.
to mIt@murrayledger.com
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Kuralt mistress gets Montana property
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George Owen Bullard

rs

George Owen Bullard:96, luka, Miss., father of Homer Bullard of
Murray, died Wednesday, March 22, 2000, at 8 a.m. in a nursing home in
luka.
A former resident of Murray, he had retired from the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Mr. Bullard had been a foreman here in the 1940s in the clearing divison of the land for Kentucky Lake.
His wife, Mrs. Pearl Morris Bullard, and one daughter, Ruby Bullard
Berryman, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Homer Bullard and wife, Vanetta, Murray;
two daughters, Mrs. Louise Winstead, Ocean Springs, Miss., and Mrs.
Marie Jones, luka; 12 grandchildren including Mrs. Jackie Hill and husband, David, Murray; six great-grandchildren including Summer Hill Grogan and husband, Jason, and Jared Hill of Murray.
The funeral will be Friday in the chapel of Cutshall Funeral Home,302
N. Pearl St., luka. Burial will follow in the luka Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home.
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Mrs. Lois F. Cole, 74, Glendale Road, Murray, died Wednesday, March
22, 2000, at 1:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Born June 23,
1925, she was the daughter of the late Clem J. Buckman and Mary Bonny
Toon Buckman. Also preceding her in death were eight sisters, Ava,
Laura, Etta, Gracie, Kathryn, Louise, Agnus and Elizabeth, one brother,
Earl Cole, and two infant brothers.
Mrs. Cole is survived by her husband, Herbert R. Cole, to whom she
was married on Oct. 4, 1941; one daughter, Ms. Bonny Cole, Watervilet,
Mich.; one son, Steve Cole and wife, Vicki, Menomonie, Wis.; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral mass will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic
Church. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday. Prayers
will be said there at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to St. Leo
Catholic Church, 401 North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.

HELENA, Mont. (AP)
A and defies logic."
Kuralt's two children had argued •
judge Wednesday awarded the Montana fishing retreat of the late CBS that the letter merely expressed
correspondent Charles Kuralt to Kuralt's intention to someday draft
his longtime secret mistress.
a will giving Shannon the propA letter Kuralt wrote to Patri- erty, which includes a former onecia Shannon two weeks before he room schoolhouse and was valued
died in 1997 clearly expressed his at $600,000.
wish that she have the 90 acres
The fight over the fishing retreat
along the Big Hole River after began after the pudgy, balding
"On
his death, state District Judge John the Road" correspondent
died at
Christensen said.
62 of complications from lupus.
Given the long and intimate According to the judge, it was not
relationship between Kuralt and until after the funeral that Kuralt's
Shannon, the judge said, "any other widow, Suzanne "Petie" Baird
conclusion would not make sense Kuralt, learned of the 29-year affair.

The dispute was originallms
between Shannon and Mrs. Kuralt.
After Mrs. Kuralt died last October, Kuralt's two daughters from
a previous marriage took up the
legal battle.
Shannon has refused to be interviewed about her relationship with
Kuralt. But she said Wednesday
in a statement: "I hope that the
wounds of these past months can
begin to be healed and that we
can now celebrate Charles' life the
way he would have wanted us
to."
At a nonlur.s trial last month,

Religious poems sought
"We think great religious poems
can inspire achievement," said
Kevin Scribner, the organization's
contest director. "We're especially
keen on inspiring amateur poets,
The deadline for entering is
and we think this competition will
April 18.
accomplish that.
To enter, send one poem, 21
"Kentucky has produced many
lines or less: Free Poetry Contest, wonderful poets over the years
2219 W. Olive Avenue, PMB250, and we'd like to discover new
Burbank, CA 91506, or enter on- ones from among the Murray-area
grassroots poets."
line at www.freecontest.com.

A Better Way to Invest in
Internet Companies
The Internet is changing the way we work, the way we live, and the
way we do business. It is even changing the way many people think
of investing. While many people are trying to decide which dot corn
company to invest in, we believe you should take a different approach—focus on companies that are providing access to, and creating
the content and infrastructure for the Internet.
The Internet Portfolio:
• Consists of30 carefully selected, Internet-related companies.
20. Follows a disciplined, unmanaged "Buy & Hold" strategy.
Can be purchased with one low minimum investment.
Is diversified across many industries including communications
services, data networking, and computer hardware and software.

William (Bill) Harrell
If knowing what you own is important, then investingin the Internet
Portfolio may be a better way to invest.

William (Bill) Harrell, 68, Princeton, died Wednesday, March 22,
2000, at 3:30 a.m. at Princeton Health Care Manor.
A retired night watchman for Princeton Hosiery Mill, he was a member
of Highland Baptist Church, Princeton. He was the son of the late Robert
Ira Harrell and Odes Frances Elkins Harrell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Leatrice Keating Harrell; three daughters, Mrs. Tonya Luther, Dawson Springs, Ms. Tammy Harrell, Madisonville, and Mrs. Melissa Leigh Blythe, Evansville, Ind.; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Debbie Sullivan, Princeton, and Mrs. Sherry Whelen, Evansville;
four stepsons, Gary Sigler, Atlanta, Ga., Terry Sigler, Leesburg, Fla., Ray
Sigler, Princeton, and Arbie Sigler, San Diego, Calif.
Also surviving are six sisters, Mrs. Rosie Boitnott, Mrs. Kelly Hinton,
Ms. Clara Bell Harrell, Mrs. Sara A. Roberts and Mrs. Elsie Cooper, all of
Princeton, and Mrs. Roberta Driver, Tennessee; three brothers, Frank Harrell, Princeton, Jim Harrell, Murray, and James Harrell, Madisonville; several grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Morgan's Funeral
Home,Princeton. The Rev. Clarence Cooper will officiate.
Visitation will be 5-9 p.m. today (Thursday)at the funeral home.

It is important to note that companies engaged in business related to the Internet are
subject to fierce competition and their products and services may be subject to rapid
obsolescence. Units ofthe portfolio may be worth more or less than the original
purchase price at the time ofredemption. You may buy a portfolio that terminates in
either 18 months or five years.
Ask for a free prospectus containing more complete information including the sales
charges and expenses, and a discussion ofthe risks associated with equity investment.
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money
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CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
WAWA
TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.15%

$1000

9Months

6.25%

1000

12 Months

6.00%

$500

15 Months

6.60%

$500

18 Months

6.25% .$500

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
March 22, 2000.
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Miss Mable Adams

that "

FORM A RELAY FOR LIFE TEAM

Mrs. Nancy R. Sheeley

Miss Mable Adams, 87, Mayfield, died Monday, March 20, 2000, at
4:30 p.m. at her home.
She was a retired employee of Curlee Clothing Company, Mayfield. A
member of First United Methodist Church, Mayfield, she was a volunteer
for the American Red Cross.
Miss Adams was the daughter of the late Arthur P. Adams and Brittie
Smith Adams.
Survivors include three nieces and three nephews including Patricia
Holt of Murray and Harold Adams of Wingo.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Dr. L.A. Doyle will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

At the heart of the dispute was
a note Kuralt sent to Shannon the
day he was hospitalized for the
last time in New York City: "I'll
have the lawyer visit the hospital
to be sure you inherit the rest of
the place in MT, if it comes to

Tp SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
CALL 753-1916

The Bards of Burbank is offering a $1,000 grand prize in their
millennium poetry competition,free
to everyone.

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE SINCE 1854

Mrs. Nancy R. Sheeley, 83, Paris, Tenn., died Monday, March 20,
2000, at Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Her husband, Leonard Johnston (L.J.) Sheeley, died March 5, 1985.
Born June 25, 1916, in Lynn Grove in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John Riley Hutchen and Dona M.Ford Hutchens. Two
sister, Mn. Susie Robertson and Mrs. Lucy B. Smith, and one brother,
W.C. Hutchens, also preceded her in death.
Mrs. Sheeley was a member of First Baptist Church, Paris, and of its
Philaethea Sunday school class.and LLL senior adult group.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Susan Patterson and husband,
Harley, Ripley, Tenn.; one son, John Leonard Sheeley and wife, Alania,
Pegram, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Karnell Clouser, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Willodean Walker, Lynn Grove; one brother, John J. Hutchens, Benton; three grandchildren.
The funeral was Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. The Rev. Jerry W. Massey officiated.
Pallbearers were Tommy Clouser, Randy Clouser, Danny Walker,
Jimmy Key, Joe Lankford and John Lankford. Burial was in the Maplewood Cemetery, Paris.

Shannon testified that Kuralt, the
traveling Correspondent known for
his folksy reports about quirky
Americana, played the role of husband and father for his secret family while his wife lived in New
York.
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414 Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3366
(800) 444-1854
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Peoples Bank
Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934
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Tom Ewing
Financial Consultant
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Students win at speech meet
tr'

Students from Calloway County Middle School won honors at
the Kentucky High School Speech
League Junior State Speech Championships held March 10-11 at
Western Kentucky University.

The tournament featured 51
schools competing in 11 events.
Michelle Jarvis finished sixth
in poetry and Amanda Ferguson
finished sixth in prose.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Sale prices good
March 22 through March 25

of 9 a.m.
141%.- 2%
17% +/is
.22%
60% - 2
Craftsman 14.5-HP tractor
Briggs & Stratton I/C Gold engine 42-in ye.-.
ea aeCk 6 speeds 127053 Reg 99999

.34% -Is
63%-%
109% +6%

35%.
.5i%-%
38 -%

With

Kenmore 19.7-cu. ft' refrigerator
With built-in water filtration /58082
Reg 999 99 Sale 888.00

•

10%899
savings
-

100% -%
-9%,

54%•%

4014;1
HIWARD
LYONS

Kenmore Super Capacity Plus washer
3-speed motor. 15 cycles 4 water temps
120702 Reg. 479990Sole 429 99

we're putting out entire store on sale to celebrate
you and thank you for your support
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RCA 52-in. projection TV
0-in-PIcture 1154919
N F
(Mt 0'52921) Reg 169999 Sale 159999

Owned and operated by Opal Hari • Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray • 753-2310
Hours Mon -Sat 9-6 • Sun 12-5
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Murray Woman's Club
plans special events
Fund-raising events for various
projects skill keep members of the
!Murial. Woman's Club very busy
through the end of this month.
according to Lois Pharris. president.
On . Friday and Saturday the
Alpha Department will hold its
scholastic book fair at the Mattel
Kids Fair at the Murray State Uniersity Regional Special Es ents
Center.
Hours will be from 9 a.m. to
8 p.m. on Friday and from 9 am.
to 6 p.m. on Saturday with admis;
sion free. Visit Alpha's -booth for.
free giYeaways. Drawings for prizes
will he held periodically. over the
two days.
President Pharris reports that
several club fundraisers will be held
to raise money for the Angel Community Clinic. the ,club's ongoing
community ialprovement project
.Sirloin Stockade Will donate a

percentage of all sales to the club
tor the clinic on March 28. Phar
ris urges, the public to support
this fundraiser.
On March 29 a card party will
be held at the club house at 700
Vine Sr. Desserts, provided by
PrimeLife of • Murray-Calloway.
;County Hospital, will he served
from I to 1.30 p.m.. followed by
card pial. ing from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m.
Prizes and door prizes skill he
awarded at the conclusion of the
card games. The public is ins it
ed. Tickets are S5 each and may
be purchased from Eva Morris at
753-8584. .Reserv ations must he
made hy Saturday-. March 25. and
must he paid in.advance. All proceeds vbill be donated to the Angel

On March 30. the MWC Contest AN ards program will be the
main feature at the club's general meeting at - 6:30 p.m. at the,
•••••••••••••• .lub house. Martha Craf ton. sec•
0 • ond vitt„ixesident. will present
• awards to the winners of the Arts
•
• & Crafts and Poetry/Short Stor•
• Contests. All other contest entrants
•
Theatres
•
•
w ill he presented with certificates.
•
•
Departments will
• Alpha and Zeta
1008 Chestnut St.
•
hosfesse..
he
•
•
Murray, KY 42071
t)n March 31 the Music Depart•
•
ss ill sponsok "Pianos on
•nent
•
•
•Romeo Must Die
• '.trade at 7:30 p.m. at the Per• H ,rming Arts Hall of Doyle Fine
0 " - 7:15 - 9:35
• -\rts Center.' Murray State Uni•
• yersity.
n
Destinatio
Final
•
•
Tickets are 57 each and may
•
R - 7:20 - 9:25
.
• he purchased by calling Margery
• Shown at 753-5727. Proceeds from
•
Erin Brockovich . this fundraiser will go towards the
.
• department's sophomore music
- 7:00 - 9:40
•
• scholarships and contest prizes for
•R
• winners of the weal and instru•Mission To Mars
•
•
• mental contests for middle and
•PG - 7:05 - 9:30
• high school students.
•
Murray
Members of the
•
Rules
•Cider House
• Woman's Club are also Making
•PG13 - 7.10 - (-447)
•
• plans to participate in the Relay
• tor Lite for Cancer May 5 and 6
•
•My Dog Skip
• it \ist Ro‘ Stewart Stadium.

•
•

•PG - 7:00 - 9:00
•

JO'S DATEBOOK

•The Next Best Thing •
•
•

.PG13 - 7:15. - 9:40

•
••••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••••

Support
Local
Merchants

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

As the spring season begins, we look forward to activities in
the parks, pools and lakes for swimming, fishing, boating, etc.
To prepare for this summer swim season, the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will offer one more lifeguard training session April 13 to 29. The chapter will also
offer CPR/First Aid classes in April. Community First Aid &
Safety, which includes certification in infant, child and adult
CPR as well as first aid training will be April 3 and 10 from
6 to 10 p.m. A Community CPR recertification class will be
April 13 from 6 to 10 p.m.
Pre-registration is required at the Red Cross office, located
on the third floor of Weaks Community Center, according to
Jean Masthay, executive director. For more information call
753-1421.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North. Theresa Weed, a representative
of United American Insurance, will be the speaker.

Dance Friday at local gym
Suzanne Bolen and Jason Ringenberg

Bolen and Ringenberg
wedding to be Aug. 12
and Steve Bolen of Sturgis. Mich.. announce the
engagement of their daughter. Suzanne Bolen. to Jason Ringenberg,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Ringenberg. also of Sturgis.
The bride-eject ,is attending Murray State University and will graduate in May.
The groom-elect is a 1997 graduate of East Central Oklahoma University. He is employed by Circuit City. Nashville. Tenn.
.The wedding will he Saturday. Aug. 12. 2000. at .4:30 p.m, at First
United Methodist Church. Sturgis. Mich.
\1:

Salk Bolen

Spanish class planned
Murray State Universii ., Cen- ues to welcome more Spanish
ici for Continuing Education, has speaking people into the commuannounced the community educa- nities. the importance of bilingual
skills increases.
tion class. "Spanish for Kids."'
The course is open to children.
The class will meet from 10
8 years of age.
to
6
consecutive
to 11:30 a.m. for six
The price for the class is $60
Saturdays beginning April I. and
v. ill .meet in room 408 of facul-. and space is limited. For more information or to register. call the centv hall on the MSU campus.
As Western Kentucky contin- ter at 762-3662.
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RELAY FOR LIFE
May 5th
Roy Stewart Stadium
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1100 CHESTNUT
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753-1133
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Gospel concert on Saturday

A gospel concert featuring the Tennesseans and the King's River
Boys from Clarksville. Tenn., will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Briarwood School. Camden. Tenn. No admission will be charged. but a
freewill offering will be taken, according to John Churchwell,
emcee. For information call 1-901-586-4620.

Special event on Saturday

Morris.

a cure for cancer.

-

Special activities planned for the residents at West View Nursing Home include Bingo at 10 a.m. and Pecan. Festival at 2 p.m.
Friday: Country Music Siation II at -10 a.m. and Movie at 1:30
p.m. Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. and University and
Glendale Churches of Christ at 2:30 p.m. Sunday; Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Women at 10 a.m. and Country Cruising at 1:30
p.m. Monday.
Murray State University's chapter of the Public Relations Society of America (PRSSA) has set Friday as the registration deadline for its annual Professionals Dinner to Mara, 29 in the Curris
Center ballroom at 6 p.m. To make reservations or for more information, call Bob McGaughey, PRSSA co-adviser at 762-6874 or.
fax reservations to 762-2390.
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4-H Electricity groups will meet

The 4-H Electricity Project Groups will meet at the Murray
State University Howton ag engineering building, next to the National Scouting Museum on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Unit 1
students will meet from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Limited spaces are available in both classes. To sign up call Ginny Harper at 753-1452.

Art Guild reception on Sunday

Murray Art Guild. 103 North Sixth St., Murray, will have a
reception Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. for the opening of the 11th
annual juried exhibition. The art works from the exhibition will be
shown at the guild through April 14.

St. Leo Catholic Church will have a fish fry Friday from 5 to
7 p.m. at the Parrish Hall. This is sponsored by the Ladies Guild.
Another fish fry is scheduled for April 14 at the same time and
place. The public is invited.
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A Metaphysical Symposium and Psychic Fair will be Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Fort Campbell Boulevard,
Hopkinsville. For information call Louise at 1-812-925-3039.
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Old School Wrestling Federation will present Pro Wrestling Friday at 8 p.m. at National Guard Armory. Murray. Seven pro
wrestlers are scheduled to be featured.
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Pro Wrestling on Friday .

Fish fry on Friday

donation of proceeds on'rues., March 21 to the American

Our thanks also to the Stockade's

The Murray State University Speech and Debate Team will host
an on-campus debate .between Elizabeth College and Hester College Debate .teams on Monday at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center theater. The resolution will be "Parents who do not take their children to the doctor for religious reasons should be held liable for
child abuse" with Elizabeth debating for the negative and Hester
for the affirmative.

The reunion of the descendants of Dennis D. Kelly and wife.
Sarah (Dickson) Francis McDade Kelly and of Samuel Marion
Kelly and wife, Amanda (Jones) Kelly will be Sunday at the New
Zion Missionary Baptist Church activity building in Marshall County. A potluck meal will be served at noon. For more information
call Kelly Freeman at 753-3993.

RELAY FOR LIFE TEAM
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Campus debate on Monday

Kelly reunion will be Saturday

THE GALLERY'S

Cancer Society's Relay for 1Afe 2000

A dance for all sixth to eighth graders from Murray and Calloway County Schools -will be Friday from 7 to .10 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church gym. The cost will be $5 per person and
proceeds will benefit Colts Baseball.

West View plans activities

Join Us For
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Treat yourself to a new spring outfit.
You'll love our exciting new arrivals. We
have the clothes you
love to be yourself in.
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DANCE CHAMPIONSHIPS - Teachers and students of Thurman's School of Dance of Murray attending the St. Louis Ballroom Dance Championships March 9-12 were, from left, in
front, Martin Branch, Camden, Tenn., and Elsie Thurman, teacher, back row, Barbara Barnett, Murray, Allan Reed, Evansville, Villa Bean, Paducah, Charles Thurman, teacher, Daken
Branch, Camden, Dana Gish, Murray, and Joan and Clent Colson, Kirksey. The local school
entered 106 events and placed in 95 of them competing against 38 studios from 21 states.
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The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present a concert March 26 at 3:30 p.m. in historic Lovett Auditorium.
The MSU Concert Choir is the
premiere choral ensemble at Murray State University. The choir is
made up of 58 singers representing academic majors from across
the campus.
Dedicated to the study and performance of profound choral music
of all musical epochs, the Concert Choir has performed before
audiences in Berlin, Prague,
Budapest, Leipzig, London, Ely,
Edinbrough and York.
They.have sung invitational performances for the American Guild
of Organists, Kentucky Music Educators Association, Kentucky
Choral Directors Association and
the Southern Division convention
of the Music Educators National
Conference.
They also received an invitation to sing at the Southern Division Convention of the American
Choral. Directors Association in
Charleston, S.C. The choir has
produced two compact disc recordings during their international tours.
In 2001, the choir plans to tour
Italy, with performances in Rome,
Pisa, Venice and Florence.
The MSU Concert Choir will
begin their program with the "Wedding Cantata," by Daniel Pinkham.
Pinkham sets familiar texts from
the Song of Solomon in several
different textures including polyphonic, homophonic and solos.
Featured soloists are Jeremy
O'Neal, Hopkinsville, and Kathleen Oherschelp, Murray. The
pianist fot the work is Natalie
Yahnig, Hopkinsville. Following
the "Wedding Cantata," the choir
will perform three sacred acappella pieces.
"In Paradisum," by Edwin
FisSinger, uses a melody and chant
from the Gregorian Mass for the
Departed. A brief alcatoric section
in the middle of the work symbolizes the transformation of the
soul.
During this section, the choir
sings a series of chord at nine
different time intervals. The audience will hear moments of full
chords as the singers change pitches in the harmonic sequence.
Another 20th century work, "0
Nata Lux," by Morten Lauridsen,
will follow the Fissinger. This
piece is a setting of a medieval
text using light as a metaphor for
the birth of Jesus Christ.
The final work in this set is a
setting of the familiar "Ave Maria"
text, by Russian composer Sergei
Rachmaninoff. It will bc sung in
Russian
Next, the MSU Chamber Singers
will perform. Singing three selections from the Late Renaissance
and 20th century. These selections
Redemptoris
"Alma
include
Mater," by Giovanni da Palestrina; "Verbum Caro Factum Est,"
by Hans Leo Hassler; and "My Bonnie Lass She Smelleth," by P.D.Q.

Kentucky Life discovers how
perseverance paid off for a Lexington file clerk when we meet
author Jerrie Oughton.
This, episode also explores the
beauty of music, wildlife art and
a scenic area near Frankfort. Hosted by Dave Shuffett, the program
airs on KET April 22 at 7:30 p.m.
Oughton, a Fayette County
Schools file clerk, never gave up
her dream. She wrote for 35 years
before a New York publishing house
finally accepted her work. Now with
four books for young adults under
her belt, one in its eighth printing and another in its third, Oughton
is creating a new work for
grownups.
Shuffett also learns that one of
her young-adult novels, "Music
from a Place, Called Half Moon,"
is being considered for a Hollywood movie.
Next; Kentucky Life explores the
haunting beauty of an ancient yet
popular instrument, the hammered
dulcimer. Don Coffey of rural Shelby County explains the construction of the instrument, as well as
its history and how it is played.
Then, Kentucky Life visits Murray artist Phillip Powell. Kentucky's
wildlife is both beautiful and
diverse, but few people ever see
these animals in their natural habitat. As Shuffett discovers, Powell
.captures them in perfect moments
as subjects of his paintings.
Finally, Shuffett shares one of
his favorite spots, Elkhorn Creek,
with Kentucky Life viewers.

Paz, a South American poet. in
Bach.
Following a brief intermission, which the sounds, smells and colthe Concert Choir returns to sing ors of the South American night
a set of pieces reflecting the theme are explored through the music
of "Night." The first work, "The using extended chord structures, a
Coolin'," is a setting of an Irish wide palate of vocal colors and
poem by American composer varied dynamic...
Samuel Barber.
Ell/ME Nitlir ICDAISL111/
The second piece is by Z. Randall Stroope, "Sure on this Shining.Night." Courtney Madison, BenAll Stirtariwr Loris
ton, will be the featured soloist.
BASIC KNIT SHIRTS
A wonderful chorus by Johannes
$1999
Brahms,"Der Abend," follocvs. This
chorus, sung in German, is in a
Outstanding Colors
late Romantic style with large arching phrases and great dynamic
WRINKLE FREE No FADE CASUAL PANTS
contrasts.
Caine Nee Li.sAt....
The final work in this set is
"Water Night," by Eric Whitacre.
khaki, Olive, Stone & Navy
Whitacre sets a poem by Octavo
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PERFORMERS...Murray dancers (from left) Maggie J. Tate,
DArlene Kipphut, Brette Shaeffer and Katie Barnett will be featured in the Jackson Purchase Dance Company gessert Cabaret performance of "Classical Adaptions" March 24 at the First
Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall in Mayfield and March 25
at the First United Methodist Church CLC Gym on Maple Street
in Murray. Both shows begin at 7 p.m.

'Baraka'views Earth's status
Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International continues March 23-25 With I showing of "Baraka."
The film will be shown nightly at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on MSU's campus.
The 1993 American film is a
I4-month world tour of places
touched and still untouched by western commercialism. Tanzania,
China, Brazil, Kuwait, Nepal and

the U.S. and Europe are among
the ports of call on a journey
through 24 countries.
The film invites viewers to meditate on the state of the planet,
the state of mankind and the fragile relationship between the two.
"Baraka" is directed by Ron
Fricke, with music by Michael
Stearns. The 96-minute film is not
rated. The film has English subtitles.

CELLTOUCH,inc. FREE Long Distance
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111
arCi
AUTHORIZED
101RELE•13
AGENT

Call to anywhere in the
50 United States without
long distance charges!

$0

Nokia918 phone
Nome & Car charger
Activation Fee

Available on new one year service agreement. Subject to credit chedc and approval Fee will be
ca ed for eart termination of contract. Other restrictions ma a• . Offer ends 3/3100.

Health NOTES
By Dr. Brian K Gaw

WHEN TO START SOLIDS

Sr

NOW OPEN
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods,
- Country Ham & Short Orders

Open Everyday except Monday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Resort
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Pontoon and Jetski Rentals Available
Owner: Sue Williams • Judy & Louie Williams, Managers
Located Approx. 15 miles south of Murray off HWY 121
436-5496

lung Hills
user

Between four and six months because their activity levels
of age, most babies are ready greatly increase during this
for solid food. Babies should time. Rice, barley, and oat
have good head control and cereals are good first foods.
weigh at least double their
Dr. Brain K. Gaw is a local
birthweights.
Bottle-fed pediatrician affiliated with
babies who are drinking more JACKSON
PURCHASE
than a quart of formula per MEDICAL CENTER. Dr.
day are probably ready for Gaw is Board certified by the
solids. Before four months of American Board of Pediatrics.
His office is located at 220
age, solid foods are unnecesWalnut,
sary and increase the risk of West
Mayfield
overfeeding. Waiting much Kentucky. For an appointbeyond six months may also ment or emergencies, call
pose a problem, as the baby 270-247-8100. This column is
presented
by JACKSON
may become less willing
PURCHASE
MEDto try something new. In
ICAL CENTER and its
the second half of their
many fine doctors as a
first year, babies benefit
public service
from the extra
for the commucalories, protein,
Jackson Purchase nity.
and iron in solid
Medical Center
foods, especially

1
4-1 Music Ministry of Renee Welsch /
will be appearing at

Higher Praise Worship Center
641 North • Murray, KY

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

Sunday Night at 6:00 p.m.
•Her Music can be heard or, Christian Radio Stations
Nationwide.
•Popular Christian author Stromie Omartin says Renee "sings
like an angel."

Seminar
Container
Gardening
Saturday,
March 25
10 Lm.

•As a Youth with a Mission "musicianary" she has sung in
Holland, Germany,Poland, Hungary,and Romania.
•She is a frequent music guest on the TV show "Getting
Together", and has been featured on Comorstone Televition.as
well as SkyAngel Satellite Network.

Start Your Plants Growing
With Our Slow-Release
Fertilizer

*Contemporary Christian singer Pam Thumb says "Renee is a
wonderful communicator. She'll make you laugh, and she'll
make you cry."
•Pastor Jeff Schmidt of New Life Ministries in Ohio says
"Renee's warmth and sense of humor are endearing, and that
she is a talented and anointed singer."

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 759-1919
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elebrate National Ac 1

Week in Murray and
Tommy Rushing, filling in for Mayor Freed Curd. proclaims March 19-25 "Agriculture
economic activity
in
billion
S20
and
jobs
350.000
than
Calloway County.- Agriculture provides more
Also picannually.
livestock
and
crops
of
worth
million
$40
statewide. Calloway farmers produce more than
Bureau.
Farm
Co.
Calloway
of
Hale
Kimber
and
Furches
Sharon
tured are Judy Overbey. Linda Workman.

Jessica Reed, left, and Rachel Talent participate in horticulture judging for
4-H.

MSU ag department prepares for future

4
•

By AVA WATKINS
Special to the Ledger
Reflecting on a history' with a
vision for the future, the department of .agriculture at Murray. State
University has a proud past to
uphold.
Historically, agriculture has been
vitally important to Kentucky as
one of the commonwealth's largest
industries and is projected to become
even more of an important. yet
changing industry as we enter the
new millennium.
Throughout the years. Murray
State agriculture has been rioted as
a vital source in the agriculture
industry's past success and is committed to serving an important role
in its future expansion.
. Doubling its enrollmentOver the
last 10 years. Murray State's department of agriculture has earned its
way as the largest academic department on campus with a current
enrollment of 575 students.
On an even larger scale. MSU
agriculture has the largest percentage of ag students, as compared
to the total number -of university:
students, of any agriculture pro-

gram in the state. Annually about
10 percent of the university 's overall freshman enrollment is in agriculture.
The department offers a bachelor of science in agriculture degree
with emphasis in specialized programs in agriculture science and
animal health technology.
Numerous improvements have
been made to the three university'
farms during the last five years.
The Mabel G. and J. Stanley Pullen
Farm. donated by the Pullen Estate.
include, farm laboratories for the
horticulture and agronomy programs.
A new vineyard encompasses
two acres of land on the farm and
shovicases five red table grape varieties and eight wine grape varieties.
The s iney-ard was created to
demonstrate to regional growers and
students the techniques and procedures . needed to operate a successful vineyard in this region.
linplementation cost of S10.(XX) was
received from the Kentucky Vineyard Assistance Program.
A new greenhouse is also located at the Pullen Farm. Phase I of

this project includes a nevi, stateof-the-art greenhouse facility which
was added to the farm complex in
1999.
The 30' x 96' structure has an
attached 30' x 30' head house complete with classroom and office
facilities and has a computerized
environmental control sy.stem.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture improvement Funding
source Provided 5250.000 for this
project.
Facilities for equine science, 341nm! health technology, dairy, rodeo
and the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center are located
at the West Fami.
Improvements there include significant renovations to the A. Carman Animal Health Technology
Facility. Approval for Phase I of
this project came from the General Assembly in 1998 which resulted in a new classroom, large animal treatment center and a <mall
animal holding facility..
The infrastructure has also been
included to support Phase II
enhancements and the relocation of
from
the teaching lahorator.v

Breathitt Veterinary Center to MSU.
Cost of this project totals $750.000
from the Kentucky General Assembly.
Phase I of the Equine Instructional Facility is also complete.
Built in 1998. this facility includes
an 100' x 2(X)' indoor riding arena,
classroom, tack room and horse
preparation area.
The facility is intended exclusisely for equine instructional activity and will provide year-round
accommodations for all aspects of
the equine program. The Equine
Trust Fund allocated $625.000 for
this project.
The West . Farm is also home to
a new 12(x 60' Agricultural Mechanization Instructional/Farm Shop.
Constructed in 1999, this facility will
provide an on-farm mechanization
instruction area for servicing, mawtaming and designing . of farm
machinery.
Agricultural safety. equipment
instructional activities and agricultural field days will all be conducted in this facility. One-half of
this facility is dedicated to storage
and shop space for farm laborato-

Experienced & Proven Effe(- :
Melissa
Green
Licensed
Federal
Farm Labor
Contractor
Farm Owned
dr Operated

For more information
or appointment

ry support.
A modern sprayer containment
bay is available for farm and demonstration use. Funding source for
this project was the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture Improvement Funding, in the amount of
S230,0(X.
Named for former agriculture
depratment chair and rodeo enthusiast Dr. Eldon Heathcott. the Heathcolt Rodeo Barn was added to the
West Farm in 1997.
It features 38 stalls and two tack
rooms. It is available to rodeo team
members on a first come, first
served basis. Funds for this $236,000
project was provided by Dan and
Charlene_ Evans and other private
donors.
The North Farm houses facilities for animal science and related
development activities, primarily the
Organic Pasteurization Plant. Completed in 1999, this new facility
demonstrates the Agronom Process
developed _in the late 1970s.
A total of $300,000 for this project was provided by Murray State
General
Kentucky
University.
Assembly, West Kentucky Corporation, Kentucky Farm Bureau, Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
and Kentucky Thoroughbred Association.
The department of agriculture is
challenged with an - exciting future
to mold. To promote continued
growth, several initiatives have been
identified for advanced support.
Funding of these programs will
allow Murray State agriculture to
assist in an industry-wide cooperative effort to reinvigorate the future
of agriculture and thereby assist in
the economic development our

Call (270) 759-5244
Hopkins Rd.
Murray, Ky.

region.
The department's vision became
a little clearer in February when
the Murray State University Board
of Regents approved a .reorganization of the university's academic
units which had been under study
for several months by both administrative and faculty representatives.
The reorganization will be effective July I.
The new structure calls for five
colleges - the College of Business
and Public Affairs, the College of
Education, the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, the College of
Science, Engineering and Technol
ogy, and the College of Health Set
ences and Human Services - as
well as a School of Agriculture.
Additionally, the plan include,
a Center for Enhancement of Teach
ing and Learning and the Center
for Telecommunications Systems
Management.
The proposed School of Agriculture will include 26 faculty and
professional members, headed by
•
a director.
Areas of specialization will
include agricultural science, West
Kentucky Institute of Agriculture,
animal technology, farm operations
and the Breathitt Veterinary Center.
Having accepted the challenge
before them, members of the Murray State University department of
agriculture look forward to several expected outcomes which include
a demonstration of emerging agricultural and environmental technology, development of diversified
regional agricultural enterprises and
continued development of MSU farm
educational laboratories.
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For All Your Farm Insurance
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for providing us with food for our tables. and for feeding our local
economy. also.
We appreciate your dedication and hard work, and wish vou continued growth and prosperity as we venture into this nev. millennium.

*FARM OWNERS INSURANCE
*TOBACCO INSURANCE
*TOBACCO BARN INSURANCE
*WORKER'S COMPENSATION
FOR H2A PROGRAM
*FARM TRUCKS

We carry a full line of BP Oils and Fluids
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Belcher Oil Co., Inc.
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Scholarships assist
agriculture students

Week

4

The winner of the Kentucky Young Farmer Dark-Fired
Tobacco Contest was Mr. Grant Pittman of Calloway
County. Pictured is Mr. Jay Housden presenting the
first place plaque and a $2,000 first place award to
Andrew Falwell, who is a partner with Grant, and
Jacob Falwell in the tobacco operation on the Falwell
and Pittman Farm in the New Providence community.
Jay was representing US Tobacco Manufacturing, who
is the sponsor of the Dark-Fired Tobacco Awards.

11r
4"-r

One of the highest honors a stuBrannon Memorial Scholarship (I).
dent can acquire is being recogFrank R. and Gladys Edwards 13611nized for their past achievements ler Scholarship (3), R.O. Wilson.
and promising talent with a schol- Sr. Memorial Scholarship (2), Hutarship to assist in the advancement son Company Inc. Scholarship (3),
of their education.
Richard D. Howe Memorial
Agriculture students at Murray
Scholarship, Eldon E. and Blanche
State University are no exception. Heathcott Agricultual Scholarship
According to Christy Watkins, (1) and Mable Garrett Pullen Agrirecruitment coordinator for the ag culture Scholarship — Upperclassdepartment, around 160 students
men (10) Freshmen (40).
have been assisted during the 1999For more information on any of
2000 academic year with over these scholarship opportunities con$120,000 in scholarship awards.
tact the department of agriculture
This was made possible by the at 762-3329 or university scholargenerosity of alumni, annual ship office at 762-3165.
phonathon pledges, endowments and
contributions by individual and corporate friends of the agriculture
community.
The many scholarships established for students at Murray State
University are a major force in the
recruitment and retention of quality students that has helped the
department of agriculture double
its enrollment over the past 10
Whether you produce
years and become the, university's
largest academic department with
the food and fiber, or just
over 575 students.
consume them, you can
In addition to department scholtake pride in American
arships for both freshmen and
agriculture. It's an indusundergraduates, agriculture students
try
that's meeting the
at MSU may apply for a host of
needs
of consumers
other scholarships.
around the world, now
Scholarships awarded during the
and in the future.
current year and the number of
students served follows:
Each American farmer
Betsy Ross Wilcox Rodeo Scholis still the picture of effiarship (6), James R. and Pat Latimer
ciency, producing enough
Honorary Scholarship (3), MSU
food to feed 129 people
Rodeo Scholarship (6), Mancil J.
every day. As a result,
Vinson Scholarship (3), Herman
agriculture is America's
Ellis Scholarship (1), Dr. Lloyd P.
#1
exporter which is a key
and Fay Steen Jacks Honorary
contributor to our balance
Scholars*(2). Wilson Ray Hoover
of trade. What's more,
. Scholarship (1),
American agriculture is
Bill and Gean Cherry Scholarship (3). Kenneth and Lula Gray
producing higher quality
Grogan Memorial Scholarship (8),
food and fiber while being
Billington-Shipley Scholarship (1),
good stewards ofthe enviAlpha Gamma Rho/Dean Walton
ronment. Take some time
Scholarship (1), Betsy Ross Wilcox
today to think about what
Memorial FFA Scholarship (9),
American agriculture is
United States Tobacco/Murray
doing for your tomorrows.
State University Scholarship —
Upperclassmen(23) Freshmen (10).
American Agriculture....
Growing Tomorrows.

Why
Not
Make

Ag flay Your Day?

udging for

re

The Kentucky Department of Natural Resources was one of many
employers who participated in a Career Fair hosted by the Murray
State university Department of Agriculture at the Curris Center on
March 1. Todd Bogle, a senior biology major from Arlington is
__shown above discussing career options in natural resource conservation with an agency representative.

ision became
bruary when
fersity Board
a .reorganizay's academic
under study
both adminpresentative.
.ill be effe,:-

Shea Sykes, member of the Calloway County Young Farmer Association, recently placed second in
the Kentucky Young Farmer Conservation/Water Quality Contest. He
was presented a cash award and
a plaque in Bowling Green at the
Kentucky YFA State Convention.
The contest is sponsored by the
Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts and Pioneer HiBred International. Johnnie Stockdale is Sykes' YFA adviser.
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Dedicated Health Care For Your Pets

....for all your
farming needs.

•Medicine, Surgery & Dentistry

Hospital Member

AAHA

American
Animal
Hospital
Association

ExceNence in Small Animal Care

•Boarding & Grooming
"Where Our Service Comes First"

•Horses & Farm Animals

Gould Oil Co.
(conoco)
CP 49.5

Dr. Damon Eastwood
Dr. Bob Salley
Dr. Ben Character
Dr. Noel Thomas
Dr. Betsy Character • Dr! Michael Neal

753-6749

Hazel, KY

1271 Robertson Rd., South • Murray

Hwy.641 South • 759-10417—

FARM Specials
el

NE McKeelCo.,Equipment
Inc.

NATIONAL

Several members of the Calloway County Young Farmer Association recently
attended the Kentucky Young Farmer State Convention in Bowling Green. Pictured from left to right is Danny Cunningham, Judy Cunningham, Jeremy Carraway, Tina Carraway, Marty Carraway, Sharon Furches, Emily Carraway, Richard
Smotherman, Sharlisa Smotherman, Tripp Furches, Jimmy Hale, Kim Hale and
Johnnie Stockdale.
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Snapper's M Series makes it easy to afford a great mower How easy? Get a push mower for S299.99. a
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'Breds claim third straight win 10-4
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
won their third straight game their fourth. in their last five - in
a wild 10-4 showdown with Christian Brothers Wednesday at Reagan Field.
Starter Scott Greene had MurjState (6-14) out to a 5-0 lead
after fiVe-4innings,having retired
13 straight batters fiii-ni-the--first
through the fifth innings.
Christian Brothers (3-17-1)
scored its first run in the sixth inning
off of reliever John David Poynor,
then scored two more in the seventh.
The Buccaneers scored another
in the eighth when catcher Zac
Clements stole home with two outs
and batter John Watson taking a
2-2 pitch to close the gap to 54.
Murray State jumped on CBU
in the bottom of the eighth. scoring five runs on three hits and
three errors, capping the scoring
at 10-4.
Greene (1-1) got the win, allowing no runs on two hits. striking
out six and walking none in five
innings. Senior Chris Gray got the

,•

-

save in relief, allowing no runs
on no hits in the final 1-1/3
innings.
Poynor came on in the sixth,
allowing three runs (one earned)
on -four hits, striking out two and
walking two in two innings while
freshman lefty Gordon Dugan came
on in the eighth, allowing one run
on two hits, striking out one and
walking one in two-thirds of an
inning.
— MSU head-coach Mike Thieke
said the solid -pitching. effort is
one of several his squad has compiled recently.
"One thing we've had is good
pitching performances," Thieke
noted. "Aaron Russelburg is starting to mature and pitch the way
he's capable of. and Preston Hesley has stepped up and is pitching light-years ahead of where he
was last year.
"Chris Gray is starting to throw
like a senior, the way we need
him to throw this year. The big
surprise is Scott Greene, who is
also beginning to mature and throw
like he's capable of."
Providing the offensive spark

•See Page 11

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LOOK, UP THERE!...Murray State catcher Justin Varitek and a Christian Brothers batter watch a foul ball sail out of play
during the 'Breds' 10-4 win Wednesday at Reagan Field.

Shelby County tops Shelby Valley in Sweet 16
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
RICHM0N D. Ky.(AP)— Leave
it to the biggest girl on the court
to make the biggest shot of the
game.
Shelby County center LeNita
White rebounded her teammate's
miss and put it back in with threetenths of a second remaining as
the Lady Rockets best Shelby Valley 53-51 in the first round of the
girls state basketball tournament

It was the whole game. We missed field, and Dana Crittendon added
a lot of block outs and free throws." 14 to lead Shelby County.
In addition to Jones' 25, AshNeither team led by more than
a 62-50 winner over Marshall Coun- Manual at 7:30 p.m.
during the second half, ley Damron had 10 to lead Shelpoints
four
Shelby Valley's Summer Jones,
ty. will face Lexington Catholic,
which included eight lead changes. by Valley, which lost for the first
which beat Casey County 59-55 who finished with a game-high 25
A White putback gave Shelby time in 22 games.
points, said a defensive breakdown
in overtime.
Joleen Phillips and Anne
a 49-45 lead with 4:27
County
games caused her team's early exit in its
first-round
Today's
back-to-back Hutchens each scored 17 points
But
remaining.
e.ever state tournament appearctinclude Allen County-Scottsville fainrs
jumpers by Jones tied the score in Presentation's victory over Union
vs. Hart County • at noon, CST.:
at 49 with .3:22 to play and set County. Phillips made five of eight
"(White) came around and we
Harrison County vs. West Caner
shots from the field and Hutchens
up the dramatic finish.
at 1:30 p.m.; Perry. County Cen- didn't get the block out," Jones
Newton had 18 points, five of nine for the Toppers (26Samantha
tral VS. Muhlenberg North . at 6 said of the game's final sequence. on seven of 12 shooting from the
p.m.; and Highlands vs. DuPont' "But it wasn't just the last play.
See Page 11

Lady Marshals fall to Jackson County
Wednesday.
White. a 6-foot-4 center. finished with seven points and 10
rebounds for Shelby County.
"I knew I had to do it," White
said. "It was do or die."
Shelby County (28-5) will take
on Presentation, a 60-37 winner
over Union County, in Friday's
first quarterfinal game. .In the second quarterfinal, Jackson County.

II

Penn State, Irish
advance in NIT

Suns lose Kidd
to broken ankle
the Toronto Raptors and their star.
By The Associated Press
Jason Kidd tried to beat the Vince Carter.
Iverson
Philadelphia,
At
first half buzzer and wound up being
carried off the court by his Phoenix outscored Caner 44-26 as the 76ers
beat the Raptors 106-93 to pull
Suns teammates.
a tie with Toronto for the
into
to
Now, the Suns will have
carry on for the rest of the reg- fourth playoff spot in the Eastern
ular season without their All-Star Conference. The teams could end
guard, who broke his left ankle up meeting in the first round of
in the Suns' 114-93 victory over the playoffs.
"When you have that type of
the Sacramento Kings.
Kidd, who leads the NBA in quality player come in. you want
assists and averages 14.5 points, to step it up," Iverson said of his
will have surgery today and is duel with Carter. "When you add
"questionable for the playoffs." to that he's coming into my house,
said Julie Fie, the Suns director I want to play good in front of
of media relations. Fie said Kidd my fans. It's my house."
In other games. it .was Detroit
fractured a bone (medial malleo104. Portland 95; Charlotte 119,
lus) high in the left ankle.
The Suns, 44-23 and third in New Jersey 103; Minnesota 109,
the Pacific Division behind the Boston 106; New York 78. ChicaLakers and Trail Blazers, had been go 67; Orlando 103. Atlanta 90;
playing well since regrouping after San Antonio 103, the Los AngeTom Gugliotta tore knee ligaments les Clippers 78; and the Los AngeMarch 10 and was lost for the les Lakers 119, Golden State 96.
Suns 114, Kings 93
season.
At Phoenix. Cliff Robinson
While the Suns try to figure
out what to do next, Allen Iverson had no trouble figuring out • See Page 11

•Lions, Notre
Dame to play
in New York

SUN DOWN...Phoenix point guard Jason Kidd's season
ended Wednesday night when he broke his left ankle in
the Suns' 114-93 victory over Sacramento.

By DAVID KINNEY
Associated Press Writer
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
— The last time Penn State played
Notre Dame, an NCAA Final Four
berth was at stake. The two will
meet again next week with a trip
to the' NIT final on the line.
The Nittany Lions beat Kent
in the NIT quarterfinals 81-74
Wednesday night, and will play.
the Irish at Madison Square Garden next Tuesday night. Notre
Dame beat BYU 64-52 Wednesday night.
In 1954, the Nittany Lions
snapped the Irish's 18-game with
a 71-63 victory. Under "Memorable Wins" in Penn State's media
guide, the game is listed as No.
2 in school history.
Notre Dame, the NIT runnerup
in 1992, wants to shake Off this
year's NCAA tournament snub.

Penn State Just wants to make up
for its second-place finish in the
1998 NIT.
"We felt we should have won
it all last time," Penn State coach
Jerry Dunn said. "I know these
guys are looking forward to finishing what we started."
Jarrett Stephens certainly is.
Two years ago, Stephens tore
his knee when he was fouled on
a breakaway. He missed the championship game, and Penn State
lost to Minnesota.
On Wednesday night, Stephens
had 24 points and 10 rebounds,
playing like he wanted to make
up for 1998.
"I'm excited to go back. I have
some unfinished business at Madison Square Garden," said Stephens,
who missed all but two games of
the 1998-99 season while rehabilitating.
"He definitely deserves it," said
Joe Crispin. "He's worked hard
to come back even better than he
was."

•See Page 11

Teams make final roster moves as spring training ends
r
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•

Glendon Rusch of the New York Mets
and Jason Dickson of the Anaheim Angels
closed in on locking up spots in their
teams' rotations Wednesday, while John
Halama might have pitched himself out
of Seattle's plans.
Rusch, acquired from Kansas City last
beat out Bill Pulsipher, Bobby

eason,

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE
Cars & Light Trucks)

a competition."
Dickson. who missed the entire 1999
season because of shoulder surgery, pitched
5 2-3 strong innings in Anaheim's 6-3
victory Wednesday over the San Diego
Padres in Tempe, Ariz.
Dickson allowed one run and five hits
and earned his first win with clearly his
best outing of the spring.
"He had the command today." manager Mike Scioscia said. "That's the way
Jason Dickson can pitch and that's the
way he pitched when he was on the All-

M. Jones and Dennis Springer to earn
the fifth spot in the Mets' rotation.
"There's a lot of quality pitching not
making this team," Rusch said. "I think
I threw the ball well and stayed consistern throughout the camp."
Rusch's numbers were far superior to
his competitors. He was 1-0 with a 3.24
ERA in 16 2-3 innings this spring.
"It was simple. Rusch pitched the best
this spring," general manager Steve Phillips
said. "You tend not to want it to be a
competition during camp. but it became

By The Associated Press
It's decision time in spring training,
as teams begin to make final roster moves
in preparation for the start of the season.

• .

.6 Yr Limited Warranty
.24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
•Smooth Quiet Rode

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

FAST CASH

Star team. That was very encouraging to 4-3 loss to the Milwaukee Brewers in
Peoria, Ariz.
see him step up."
In three spring starts, Halama has given
The start, Dickson's third of the spring,
was his longest of the exhibition season. up five home runs and has an 11.13 ERA.
With the addition of Brett Tomko to
He allowed seven hits and four runs in
his previous outing March 17 against Mil- the Mariners' staff, Halama's job is in
waukee and entered Wednesday's game with jeopardy. Halama allowed home runs to
Jose Hernandez and Henry Blanco.
a 9.35 ERA.
I
"I'm not looking at my stats right
that
days
those
of
one
was
"Today
felt on top of my game," Dickson said. now," Halama said. "If that was the case,
Halama might be on the verge of los- then I probably wouldn't make any of
ing his starting job for Seattle after allow- the 30 teams. I've got an ERA of who
ing two home runs in five innings of a knows how high."
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NCAA TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
Seton Hall (22-9) vs. Oklahoma State (266). 8:55 p.m.

MIDWEST REGIONAL
At The Palace of Auburn Hills
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Regional Semifinals — Today
Michigan State (28-7) vs Syracuse (26-5),
6 38 pm
Iowa State (31-4) vs UCLA (21-11), 8.55
pm

Regional Championship — Sunday

4 p.m.
SOUTH REGIONAL
At Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Texas
Regional Semifinals — Friday

Semifinal winners,

Regional Championship — Saturday

Tulsa (31-4) vs Miami (23-10), 6:55 p.m.
North Carolina (20-13) vs. Tennessee (266), 915 p.m.

Semifinal winners, 6 pm

WEST REGIONAL
At The Pit
Albuquerque, N.M.
Regional Semifinals — Today

Regional Championship — Sunday
Semifinal winners, • 40 p.m.
THE FINAL FOUR
At The RCA Dome

Gonzaga (26-8) vs Purdue (23-9). 655
pm
Wisconsin (20-13) vs LSU (28-5), 9 15 pm

Indianapolis

National Semifinals — April

1
Midwest champion vs West champion
East champion vs South champion
Game times 4 42 p m and 30 minutes
after first game

Regional Championship — Saturday
Semifinal winners. 340 p m

EAST REGIONAL
At The Carrier Dome
Syracuse, N.Y.
Regional Semifinals — Friday

National Championship — April 3
Semifinal winners, 8 18 p m

Duke (29-4) vs Florida (26-7). 638

All Times CST

m

SPORTS BRIEFS

Kwila Kinard led Union County (24-8) with II points.
Presentation led by 20 at halftime and pushed the margin to as
many as 23 on several occasions
in the second half. The Bravettes
struggled from the field, hitting only
31 percent (16-of-51) of their shots
and turning the ball over 16 times.
The Toppers shot 44 percent
(19-of-43) but made 17 of 28 foul
shots. Union County took a total
of six free throws, making two,
in the game.
Up 14-12 after one quarter, Presentation outscored Union County
19-1 in the second quarter to take
a 33-13 halftime lead. During the
run, Hutchens had five points —
including a long 3-pointer — and
Sarah Nash and Kristy Lynch added
four each for the Toppers.
Union County's only points of
the quarter came on Brandy Willett's free throw with 5:41 to play.
The Bravettes made only six of
20 shots in the first half and turned
the ball over 11 times.
Candice Rose scored 17 points
and Tiffany Roaden had 13 in
Jackson County's victory over Marshall County.
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MUST BE THE FRONT ROW.. Preston Hesley (18) and Gordon
Dugan (9) talk with a third Murray State baseball teammate as
Brett McCutchan (32) and Brad Langdon (10) loosen up in the
on-deck circle between innings of the Thoroughbreds' 10-4 win
over Christian Brothers Wednesday at Reagan Field.

•'Breds
From Page 10

for Murray were freshman first
baseman Brett
cCutchan, who
went 3-for-4 with( a double, a run
scored and a run atted in. Senior
Rasheed Wallace and Steve
shortstop Chris Jrnson went 3Smith each scored 20 for the Blazfor-5 with two ru s and an RB1
ers, who led by 11 late in the
and freshman thir• baseman Ronthird quarter.
nie Seets went 2- or-3 with two
Hornets 119, Nets 103
runs.
The Hornets shot a season-best
"We're beginni g to get the
56 percent, with Eddie Jones scorbig hits," Thieke sa "Those twoing 26 points and Derrick Coleout hits have hel d us. Those
man and David Wesley each adding
are the tough hits t get, but they
22.
are so important to e tearn. With
ending a three-game losing
two outs, normally, i hereiare runstreak, C arlotte reco
--1111
"
3""
40
"---ters—io-scaziaLzsition.
est point and assist (37) totals of have to
do is get ttiro or three
the season.
two-out hits to re.illy put you in
Stephon Marbury paced visiting New Jersey with 23 pdints,
while Kendall Gill arid Keith Van
Horn had 17 each as the Nets lost
for only the second time in seven
From Page 10
games.
Crispin added 1/3 points against
Timberwolves 109,
Kent, including eight free throw
Celtics 106
in the final.minut for the Lion
At Boston, Anthony Peeler hit
(18-15),
who are fas forgetting their
a 3-point shot with .2 seconds left
to lift the Timberwolves, who also ninth-place finish i the Big Ten.
Eric Thomas had $ points, while
got a career-high 4() points from
Andrew Mitchell and Demetric
Kevin Garnett.
Paul Pierce had 25 points and Shaw added 15 each for the GoldAntoine Walker 22 for the Celtics. en Flashes (23-8). 'Their leading
scorer, Trevor Huffman, had just
Knicks 78, Bulls 67
two
points on 1-for-5 shooting.
Latrell Sprewell scored 21 points
"The way we're l playing right
and the Knicks produced their best
now, it's going to be tough to
defensive effort of the season.
The victory snapped a two-game beat us," Penn Statels Gyasi Clint.
losing streak for New York and Heard said.
The largest mai-sin for either
was the eighth consecutive loss
team
in the second lhalf was four
for the visiting Bulls.
until
Penn
State puilled ahead in
Magic 103, Hawks 90
the final four minuts.
At Orlando, Fla., Darrell ArmWith the Lions up 54-53, Clinestrong had 27 points and 10 assists
Heard tipped in a Miss. On the
and Ben Wallace grabbed 16
next play, he stumbled, then recovrebounds as Orlando .maintained
ered to nab a pass inside. At the
its hold on the eighth playoff posiother end, he scored to make it
tion in the Eastern Conference.
58-53.

BRODO

the lead."
Murray State (2-0 OVC) travels to Eastern Illinois (3-10, 1-1
prior to Wednesday's game with
Indiana State) for a three-game
series in Charleston, Ill., beginning with a doubleheader on Saturday at noon followed by a single game on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Watercraft insurance that
won't leave you high and dry.
1
".•3

• NIT ...

2000!

As one of America's leading insurers
personal watercratts, GuideOne
Insurance can provide you with flexible coverage options and special
discounts. Call now for more information about these unique benefits
for watercraft owners:
of

• Competitive pricing
• Attractive premium payment plans
• Variety of liability limits

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4751

insurance

Valuing Customers As Partners
0 1999 GuaaeOne Spec.alty Mutual Insurance Company
www spodeone come

071701ARILT

Best
Built,
Best
Buy!
Power tilling and
composting: extra strong
for mid-size gardens.

p
.

Seeking Business Partners
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5
;
E 11
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Booming Internet Income!

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

Profit by offering Internet Service
in your community
We will make your company or school an ISP.

CHECK THESE
FEATURES

Galaxy handles all equipment,customer sign up, and billing.

A. 4

concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh

I

Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J 1/2 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel

El 12' footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
• Anchor bolts in
concrete

E Treated bottom
plates

You simply lend your "brand" and

Partner Program
317-802-3985 ext.116

56K Unrnetered

1 CAR (1200)
2 CAR(IWO)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
2 CAR (2104)
LARGE 2 CAR (241.101

Internet Access

Vinyl Siding

S3.825

I CAR 1121201
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR(2202)
2 CAR(2404)

SS 625

54 •25
CS 125
55 715

rinr.F7 CARO-100i

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

$4.323

33.825
35.425

13.,?Y.To.

offer code#61-0464-1009-0000

s*,__-.

"5.

3 POP Mailboxes
5 Meg Hornepage

5,..

G

•

Tillers
• Go.

• Cast iron and gear driven transmission
• JUST ONE NAND* operation
• 1 forward/1 reverse speed
• 16-inch tilling width
• Rear mounted Standard Rotating Bolo tines
• Limited Lifetime Warranty'

$59995

ernire•

wwwimybift.com

1-888-291-6221

65.525
5.6 175

V OUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

I.

•
. • ...

is.. limner

Internet Access

We offer you FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty
Hardboard Skiing

,•

http://home.galaxyinternet. net

aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
4x4
raised curb
o

undersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

marketing services.

Excellent Residual Income!
Call Today!

door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia

Deluxe Models

ma

Shea Gabbard and Andrea
Whitehead each added 11 points
and Leah Moore 10 for the Generals (30-5).
Tosha Gardner scored 14 points,
Leah Lineberry had 13 and Kala
Morton 10 for Marshall County (312).
Up five at halftime, Jackson
County outscored Marshall County 15-6 in the third quarter to
blow the game open. A 3-pointer
by Rose with 3:08 to play gave
the Generals their largest lead, 4427, with 42 seconds remaining in
the quarter.
"This group of girls is hungry,
and I think we just wanted it a
little more than they did," Jackson County coach Greg Parrett
said. "I think our maturity factor
showed in the district and the
region. We played a tough schedule and it's beginning to pay off."
The Lady Marshals pulled within 52-44 in the final quarter, but
would get no closer.
For the game, Marshall County shot 39 percent (20-of-52) and
turned the ball over 16 times.
Jackson County shot 46 percent(21of-46), including seven of 14 from
3-point range,and outrebounded the
Lady Marshals 38-22.

picked up Phoenix with 26 points
to lead six players in double figures.
"We have guys who recognize
the situation and do a good job
of stepping up and playing," RobinSCRKidd's injury
.2 seconds left in the half. He took an
inbounds pass and drdve down the
right sideline. He then fumbled
the ball out of bounds, spun and
tried to grab it as his ankle twisted.
Rodney Rogers added 18 points
and Randy Livingston, subbing for
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS...Team 17 of the Calloway
Kidd, had 17; Chris Webber had
County Little League won the seventh- and eighth-grade
16 points to lead Sacramento.
In Philadelphia, Iverson scored
boy's basketball tournament after posting an 8-1 regu30 of his points in the final 19
lar-season record. Team members are: (front row, from
minutes and Tyrone Hill added 20
left) coach Joel Fisher, Jared Vincent, Matt Bailey, Jantzen
points
and 12 rebounds for the
Litchfield and cheerleader Jennifer Vincent; (back row)
76ers.
Justin Hendrick, Josh Burks, cheerleader Ellie Fisher,
The Raptors lost their second
Matt Dix, John L. Fisher and coach Bill Vincent.
straight after winning 11 of 12;
76ers won their fourth straight.
Kirksey Ballpark plans second sign-up date theIverson
was 17-of-29 from the
The Kirksey Ballpark will have another registration session for all boys
field and 9-of-9 from the foul line.
and girls desinng to play baseball this summer Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon
"Not many people can stop
at the ballpark, which is located behind the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
him," Carter said. "We were just
Entry fees are $20 for one child, $15 for a second child and $10 for
each additional child per family. Financial aid will be available. For more
added to that list."
information, call Louie Henson at 753-7753, Nathan Hall at 759-1151 or
Pistons 104,
Vanessa Conner at 489-2259.
Trail Blazers 95
Grant Hill scored 14 of his 24
points in the fourth quarter to rally
Detroit.
Jerry Stackhouse added 23 points
and Terry Mills had 14 of his 16
in the second half for the Pistons,
who have won three -straight road
Staff Report
record aggregate score ot 6,285, games after losing their previous
Murray Ledger & Times
topping runner-up Xavier(Ohio) by 11.
Murray State rifle team seniors 129 points.
Marra Hastings and Martin Wheel• Murray State's spring sports
don- were named All-Americans in
schedule heats up this weekend,heagar
both smallbore and air rifle after
ginning today when the men's tentheir performances at the NCAA nis team travels to Ohio Valley
Championships March 9-11 in Lex- Conference foe Morehead State for
1300 North 121 By-Pass•PO.Box 105
ington, Va.
Murray, Kentucky -12071
a match at 2:30 p.m. CST. The
MSU placed fourth as a team in
Racers return home for matches
SALESMEN:
the national air rifle competition
with
Saturday
Memphis
at
9
a.m.
SU1TER
RI)ONI
1RIPP
• GARY KEY • JANICE ASBRIDCE
•
PI
JIM
behind Wheeldon and Hastings,
and Belmont Sunday at 1 p.m. at
who also qualified as individuals in
1 -81M-455-531S
Fax 270-753-3090
the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
the air rifle discipline. Wheeldon
Business
tied for six with a score of 390,
The MSU men's golf team is at
270-753-5315
while Hastings, the 1997 air rifle
the Eastern Kentucky Collegiate tonational champion, came in ninth day through Saturday in Richmond,
with 386 out of a possible 400 while the Lady Racer golf squad
points.
plays at the Saluki Invitational Sunand Monday in Carbondale, Ill.
day
Hastings also qualified individually in smallbore and tied for sevWhile the Lady Racer tennis
enth with 1,163 of a maximum
team visits Morehead Saturday for
1,200 points. MSU failed to qualify
an 8 a.m. match with the host Lady
as a team in smallbore.
Eagles and a noon meeting with
GALAXY
The Racers' team air rifle score
Dayton, the MSU women's rowing
of 1,532 was 46 points behind squad will he competing at the
ER NF
Alaska-Fairbanks, who repeated as Southeast Regional Collegiate
national champions with an NCAA
Sprints Saturday in Elberton, Ga.

F. it studds 16
0.C.
G. 7 1/16 Biandex
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an engineer,
and I don't really understand how balloon angioplasty works. Why doesn't
the artery rupture when the balloon is
inflated? Why doesn't the released
debris act like tiny clots?
DEAR READER: Balloon angioplasty is a technique of removing arteriosclerotic plaque from the lining of
an artery by passing a thin, ballooncoated tube into an obstructed artery
and rapidl): inflating the balloon. The
pressure thus generated cracks the
deposits and opens up the artery
Arteries are ordinarily tough and
elastic, but the arteriosclerotic material that plugs them is brittle and hard.
Therefore, when the balloon is inflated, it pushes first against the inelastic
deposits and breaks them without
damaging the artery. which "gives"
during the procedure.
Your second question is more difficult. No one knows why the released
debris doesn't act as tiny clots.
Presumably, the hardened deposits
fragment and are washed away by the
blood circulation. Doctors are puzzled
about the reason these pieces do not,
by themselves, cause further blockage
-downstream" in smaller arteries.
However, they don't. As specialists
gain more experience with balloon

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
•Pharmacy Discount Card
•Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
•Rental Car Discounts (15°, oft)
•State Park Hotel Discounts ',IS°. off)
*Eyeglass Contacts Discounts 1600 off)
•Hearing Aid Discount (15c. off
4Aallorder Drug Discount
•A D T Security System Free Installatir

ALSO INCLUDED...
•S1.500 Accidental Death Policy
•Free Estate Planning
•Competitive Insurance Products
(Auto Home Farm Health Life IRAs

angioplasty, they should be able to
shed more light on this intnguing subject.
Balloon angioplasty is a remarkably
safe procedure that is now routinely
available to many thousands of
patients.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with macrocytic anemia. What
is this?
DEAR READER: Red blood cells
are normally a particular size and
shape. Often, in the presence of anemia, these characteristics change,
thereby giving a clue to the underlying medical condition.
For example, red corpuscles are
generally smaller than normal (microcytosis) in the presence of iron deficiency; a lack of this mineral leads to
small, pale cells.
By contrast, certain deficiencies
may be associated with red blood cells
that are abnormally large (macrocytosis). Vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiencies commonly cause macrocytic
anemia. This is due to disordered
maturation: Younger, larger cells are
prematurely released into the circulation. Macrocytic anemia is also
caused by some anti-cancer drugs
that interfere with blood-cell production.
You will need a precise diagnosis of
your anemia so that you can receive
specific therapy. To start with, you
should have blood tests for B12 and
folic acid levels. If these tests confirm
a deficiency. supplemental vitamin
therapy will correct your anemia.

DEAR ABBY: Concerning the
letter from "Debra in Oklahoma
City" whose father informed -her
that guns are still loaded when the
clip is removed — let me state my
qualifications for writing. I am a
former Army officer specializing in
instructing small arms and hand-tohand combat, and a former police
officer.
Anyone who doesn't have the
sense to open the action of his tor
her automatic weapon to remove
any round left in the chamber — as
illustrated by the letter in your column — should have second
thoughts about owning one. Having
a loaded weapon lying around if one
has no intention of using it is asking for a disaster.
If someone knows nothing about
firearms and has no interest in
owning one. I have no quarrel with
that. However, if someone has no
knowledge of firearms and is intent
on owning one — please get qualified help before purchasing on&
HEFLM1STON, ORE.
DEAR D.A.J.: Good advice
from a weapons expert. Predictably. Debra's letter brought
me a fusillade of mail. For a
sample, read on:
DEAR ABBY: I hope no other
family has to learn how true
-Debra's" statement is about there
being a bullet still in the chamber
after the clip has been removed.
On Oct. 31, 1999, my 4-year-old
and 2-year.rold great-grandsons
wrte pta-yrifig—With a 9 mm gun at
their home. They found it in an
unlocked case within their reach.
The 2-year-old pulled the trigger
and fatally shot the 4-year-old. Yes,
the clip had been removed, but a
bullet was still in the chamber.
Parents, please lock up those
guns, because even a 2-year-old can
fire a gun!
GRIEVING GRANDMOTHER
IN ARIZONA

On the other hand, if these blood
tests are inconclusive, you will have to
have a bone marrow examination.
Your doctor can order this testing, or
she may feel more comfortable referring you to a hematologist. To give
you related information, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report
"Blood — Donations and Disorders."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
DEAR GRANDMOTHER: I
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
my sincere sympathy for
offer
the title.
the tragic loss that has befallen
your family. I hope your chilling letter will be a wake-up call
PETER
for those who need one. Read
on:
M.D.

GOTT,

DEAR ABBY: It amazes me that
someone with such little knowledge
of firearms would purchase and
carry a semiautomatic handgun

753-4703
310 South 4th Street
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DEAR RICK: It's frightening
how often that law is misunderstood or ignored. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My only daughter
and dearest friend, Tara, was killed
three years ago by a man wellversed in gun safety. He's an exMarine and NRA member. As he
sat in his apartment cleaning his
guns, he failed to notice that one
was loaded. The bullet penetrated
the common wall and struck my
daughter in the head.
The senselessness of my daughter's death and the resulting trauma will forever be in our lives.
ANNE COAKLEY,
BOULDER,COW.
DEAR ANNE: Please accept
my deepest sympathy for your
loss. No parent should ever
have to face the heartache of
burying a child. Let's hope that
your letter serves as an important lesson that could prevent a
tragedy.'

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 K 98
V A 76
•J 9 5 2
4763
EAST
WEST
4-•Q 10 7 2
V 10 3 2
V 84
• A K Q 87 4
• 10 6 3
Q 10 4 2
4J 9 8 5
SOUTH
4 A J6543
K Q J95
•—
4A K
The bidding.
East
North
West
South
3•
24
Pass
1+
64
Opening lead — three ofdiarnonds.
There are a great many deals
where declarer can make an error
in the play and still survive because ofa favorable lie ofthe cards.
This does not mean that declarer's
error should be excused; all it
means is that declarer was lucky.
Take this case where South is
in six spades and West leads a
diamond,ruffed by declarer. Many
players would next lead a trump to
the king and,in the great majority
of deals, would survive what a
technical purist would view as an
egregious error. Indeed, the purist, in his own mind, would consider that South had actually gone
down in a cold contract, whatever
the actual outcome.

CROSSWORDS

I
FCIIR BETTER or- WORSE

GAflFILD

I BOUGHT
HIM

VES, BUT IT
i6 I WHO
HAVE DUSTED
AND CARED
FOR HIM
WHILE VOL1
HAVE IGNORED
HIM TcsTALLV

The purist would argue,quite
rightly, that leading a spade to the
king at trick two makes no provision for the possibility that West
has all four missing trumps. While
it is true that this play would not
cost South the slam whenever East
had the Q-10-x-x or the spades
were divided 2-2 or 3-1 — all told, a
95 percentchance— the play would
Jose the slam the remaining 5 percent of the time.
Since there is a way to guard
against this possibility, as in the
accompanying deal, there is no
reason to take even such a small
risk — particularly when a vulnerable slam is at stake.
Before making a play at trick
two, declarer should ask himself
what could defeat him. It should
not take him long to conclude that
the only threat is a 4-0 trump split.
He should then ask himself what
can be done if either opponent has
all four trumps.
Once on this track, declarer
should see the advantage of playing the ace of spades at trick two.
If both opponents follow suit, no
more than one trump trick can be
lost. If East shows out, as in the
actual deal, declarer next leads a
trump toward dummy's K-9, covering whatever West plays and
thus limiting his trump losers to
one. Finally, if West shows out, a
spade to the king followed by a
spade toward the jack limits East
to one trump trick.
With proper play, all roads
thus lead safely home.

37 Force
38 Popeye's
friend Olive
39 Leaves out
41 Pierre is its
cap
42 Singer
Watley
43 Musical
group of nine
45 Youngster
46 Peaceful
48 Wired
51 — culpa
52 Cooks in oil
54 — de
cologne
55 Through
56 Becomes
very angry
57 Sault —
Mane
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1 Protective
covering
4 Presents
9 Damage
12 — Farrow
13 Weird
14 Guido's high
note
15 Cold season
17 Pretentious
home
19 Those in
office
20 Chemical
compound
21 Station
23 E-H linkup
24 Makes dirty
27 Anglo-Saxon
letter
28 Portal
30 W Coast
coil
31 Yes (Sp I
32 Well-bred
34 Chemical
suffix
35 Western
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Mathis. Tommy Brown for the
Murray Theatres presented awards
of $50, $25 and $15 to the winners.
Carol Rolfe Boaz, nurse at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, won
the Young Women's Career competition of District I of Business
and Professional Women's Club.
She will represent the district in
state competition in Louisville.
Forty years ago
Harold Beaman of Murray has
been named a national director of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
He is a member of Murray Jaycees
with John Sammons as president.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Steen, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Oliver, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sheri! Roach,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Nance and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Garland.
Fifty years ago
"Dewey Lampkins-washing windows this morning at A.B. Beale
& Son Hardware at Third and
Main Streets. Nice day for it,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
New officers of Calloway County Parent-Teacher Association,
elected at a meeting at Hazel High
School, are Mrs. Johnny Walker
of Kirksey, Mrs. Otis Workman
of Lynn Grove and Mrs. Nix Crawford of Murray. Dr. C.S. Lowry
of social sciences department of
Murray State College spoke about
"Child Training."

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ACROSS

GOTTA CLEAR OUT
O.
THE KITc+IEN,MIKE- AND
HAVE A 6ERIOL1S CONCERN
vvrio GETS

Ten years ago
Detective Ronald Wisehart bf
Murray Police Department attended the Sixth National Symposium
on Child Sexual Abuse at Von Braun
Civic Center in Huntsville, Ala.
Murray High School Speech
Team won first and Calloway County High School Speech Team won
second at the Kentucky Speech
Tournament at Bowling Green,
The King's Sons composed of
Randy
Roger
Stubblefield,
McClure, Gary McClure and Tony
McClure will present a program
of gospel music at Independence
United Methodist Church March 24.
Twenty years ago
Mike Gottfried, who as head
coach led the Murray State University Racers football squad to
the NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs last season, has resigned to
return to the University of Arizona as offensive coordinator.
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders placed first in the
First Regional High School competition. Squad members are Jennifer Waldrup, Jill Darnell, Nina
Harrell, Kim Baker, Danitta Morris, Lisa Dick and Debbie Farris.
Thirty years ago
Suzette Hughes, eighth grader
at K.rksey School and daughter
of Mi and Mrs. Bun H. Hughes,
,the Calloway County Spelling
,
won,
Bee. Second was Donna Tabers,
sixth grader at Kirksey School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josh
Tabers. Third was Dale Mathis,
seventh grader at Faxon School
and son of Mr. and Mrs. Hale

My brother-in-law, who is a responsible and knowledgeable gun owner,
left a bullet in the chamber of his
gun — and accidentally shot himself in the hand. Even longtime gun
owners can have accidents.
New gun owners should make it
a priority to become familiar with
their weapon. Go to a gun range
and practice with it. Learn how to
handle it safely. Learn proper storage of the weapon. The law states
that all firearms must be stored out
of the reach of children. Remember,
what you hold in your hand has the
power to take a life — yours, a loved
one's, or an innocent bystander's.
RICK ETZ, COCOA, FLA.

ment)
10 Entire
11 "Norma —"
16 Explosive
inits
18 1988 Olympic
Games site
20 Conceited
person
21 Basil-andgarlic sauce
22 Hatred
23 Doting
25 Man's name
26 Star 01 11
Down
28 C-F linkup
29 Tear
32 Mount (2
wds )
33 Film alien
36 In a row
38 Lots
40 Use the nose
42 Quick thrust
44 Tan
45 Young
woman
46 Demon
47 Female ruff
48 So-so grade
49 Dine
50 Invoice word
53 Babylonian
city

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 23,
the 83rd day of 2000. There are
283 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 23, 1775, Patrick
Henry made his famous call for
America's independence from
Britain, telling the Virginia Provincial Convention, "Give me liberty, or give me death!"
On this date:
In 1743, George Frideric Handel's oratorio "Messiah" had its
London premiere.
In 1792, Joseph Haydn's Symphony No. 94 in G Major (the
"Surprise" symphony) was performed publicly for the first time,
in London.
In 1919, Benito Mussolini founded his Fascist political movement
in Milan, Italy.
In 1933, the German Reichstag
adopted the Enabling Act, which
effectively granted Adolf Hitler
dictatorial legislative powers.
In 1942, during World War II,
the U.S. government began evacuating Japanese-Americans from
their West Coast homes to detention centers.
In 1950, at the Academy Awards,
"All the King's Men" won best
picture of 1949; its star, Broderick Crawford, won best actor. Olivia
de Havilland won best actress for
"The Heiress."
One year ago: NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana gave
the formal go-ahead for airstrikes
against Serbian targets following
the failure of Kosovo peace talks.
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ROMANTIC
CANDLE
LIGHT
WEDDINGS
Ordained- licensed ministers, elegant decorated ful.
service chapel, spring special, secluded honeymoon
cabins. Sat three night,
fourth free, Gatlinburg.
Tennessee 800-933-7464,
800-WED-RING.
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
Smoky
river,
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
h ttp://www.hea rtla ndwed
ding.com
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S' New & Redo
Sewing. Phone 759-0768.
- Anytime!
FREE Pregnancy
Tests' Lite House
753-070o

70 wd. max
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

National Rates

CAI FOR INFORMATION

Care ty'Thanks
'Thejamily of Buell Donelson would

like to thankeach and everyfriend
neOboi; & relativejor their support and'
prayers during the tong illness and.passing
of our beloved husband,father &grandfather
special thanks to the Masons of Marshall
Countyfor the Masonic !Rites, the U.S. !Navy &
U.S. Armyfor the Military 'Rites, and 'Rcy.
Kerry Lambert and'rev.!Hugh Kelso for the
beautifulchapelservices.
'We urt:sh to extend a special thanks to the
'11!.A.T.C.51. Center, Dr.!Haman, Dr Adams,
!HomeHealth Care and its entire staff, and the
clendak Church of Christfor all the special
care andsupportgiven over the past
6years of his illness.
•)bur prayers and.support will always
be remembered

13Is•-• titclet

Lordy, Lordy
he wishes he
was 40. Ain't it

020
Notice

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

1x2 ad

Card of Thank

Murray State University is accepting bids
for construction of a concrete tunnel, CC030E-00, to be opened on April 24, 2000
at 200 p.m. in Procurement Services
General Services Building, located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071. Forms
may be obtained by calling (270) 762-4099.

hstag
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YARD SALES

87.50

Nifty, Mike

Notice

Bucy made it'

DUNES Beach Vacations
Free 68- page color vacation guide includes photo/
rates of 800 cottages/ condos in Garden City and
Surfside Beach, S.C. 800293-2922. 020
GET MARRIED-Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honey
moon/ family
cabins
breathtaking
views
Wedding arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol,
Atrovent, etc. Solutions.
Medicare will pay for them.
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door. MED-A-SAVE.
800-538-9849.
PROMOTE
Global
Awareness! Match host
families with international
exchange students for
USA High School Program
Receive stipend, travel
incentives. Elizabeth 0 1800-448-9944, x 319,
enanninga0councilex
changes.org, www.coun
citexchanges org

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.

to

1-1

ri

50!

Harlan can
still stay in
the saddle:
go by Captain
D's & wish
HARLAN
UNDERHILL
fiapPy 18th
Birthday!
020
Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever
For free
information call:

McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

Jerry

Financial.
Kentucky
For
CASH
Homeowners. Credit problems understood. Local
Kentucky leader: refinance, consolidate bills.
lower monthly payments
improvements
Home
Payoff land contracts. Self
employed welcome. Apply
free 800-795-4771

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
$9.84
age 50
$12.24
$
$8
1040
04
age 55
$14.12
$12.48
age 60
$20.64
$1476
age 65
age 70
$27.96
$22.00
$37.76
age 75
$30,64

Crawford's Bar-13-Oue is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m.
Line In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-One.
Rihc Chicken Tenderloin

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que and
Almo Country Store

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY. KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934

530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060

Convenant
DRIVER
Transport Coast to Coast
runs, teams start .42c.45c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp. co. drivers, experienced drivers and owner
operators. 800-441-4394
for graduate students 800338-6428.
DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus for all experienced
drivers. Company drivers39c/ mile, assigned con:
ventionals! 0/0's- 82c/
mile, paid fuel taxes,
plates/ permits, zero down
lease option. Proline
Carriers. 800-277-6546.

DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC. Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months. Paid
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
$0.82/ mile (Loaded/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
retirement.
www.epestransport.com.
Owner
DRIVEROperators- More home
time plus, enjoy 82 cents
per mile, plates/ permits,
fuel. card, workers comp,
medical plan and more! We
also offer company discounts on repairs and fuel!
Cardinal Freight Carriers.
800-935-3131.
www.cardlog.com. EOE

DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start 30c- 33it A
miles + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
Bonus.
DRIVERS, Wanna- B- ATrucker? Get paid weekly
while you train, earn $800
or more per week+ great
benefits, company paid
training, job ready in 15
days, call us to go to work!
800-995-5832, Exp'd drivers call 800-958-2353.
DRIVERS- Home weekends, sign on bonus in
Elizabethtown, KY. Paid all
miles, tarp pay, sign on
bonus, safety bonus, benefits,
assigli.
trucks,
Hornady 800-441-4271,
ext. ET-135.
DRIVERS/
Owner
Operator Mainly Midwest/
Southeast. No unloading.
No New York City. Late
conventional
model
condo's. Air ride trailers.
Full benefits. Pay all miles
800-896-8118, Omaha,
NE.
Full Time Maintenance person needed for apt. complex. Experience in painting, plumbing, electrical &
grounds keeping required
$7.50hr to start. Please
send resume with references to: P.O. Box 1040-H
Murray, KY 42071_
LEADS, leads, leads
Individual life and health
agents needed in your
area to service members of
labor unions. For an interview, call Don at 800-7360207.

HANDYMAN Capable a
carpentry, Janitorial &
grounds work. Must be
trainable to answer telephone & handle reservations. Dependable. $8.00
hour. America's Paradise
Resort. 436-2767.
HOT Shot Driver Needed.
bTR. 500 miles radius.
759-4592 or 753-3676.
IN Murray area.
Assembly service tech.
Good pay/ benefits.
$300 signing bonus.
No experience necessary.
Advancement
opportunities.
Call 1-800-852-2453
JOIN The team at Dairy
Queen! Now hiring all levels of restaurant management statewide. Great benefits, paid vacation and
competitive wages. Mail or
fax your resume to: DOCS
(Mr. Sims) 9656 Bluegrass
Parkway,
Suite
200.
Louisville, KY 40299. Fax:
(502) 499-5164.

ATTN: Boyd Bros. has
immediate openings for
entry- level truck drivers.
No experience necessary.
Earn $500 to $800 per
week and get home weekly! No CDL? No problem.
15 day CDL training available. 1-800-242-7364.
CABLE installers needed
ASAP. Experienced only.
Call 753-6706. EXT. 209.

GO TO
COLLEGE
FREE!
CALL TODAY!

1-800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL GUARD

MANAGER TRAINEE
EARN UP TO $35K-55K:
IN MANAGEMENT
+ BENEFITS
Company viii proyide Inc I_os
expen,e-paid training
Openings in Murray, Marshall
Co and Paducah
To qualify:
•N,N. Ming to vont king hours it
!Wk.essdr!.
•1[-awl

in local area
Legal age with access hi a
reliable car
•Competitise, spots-minded
track record
Call tor an appointment
Wed & Thur, Only at
755 59/41 from 10 00 to 6.00
Ask tor Dan Dalton
H)EINI-F

DRIVER/ Inexp'd drivers
earn $800 a week. Inexp'd
earn up to $35,000 the first
year. Tuition reimbursement available. USA truck
800-237-4642.
Attention!
DRIVERS,
Company
Drivers,
Independent Contractors &
Fleet Owners Mawson &
Mawson, Inc. is looking for
qualified flatbed drivers.
4egional opportunities now
available! Great pay and
benefits. Call now for more
information. Sherrrie at
Locally:
800-262-9766.
Call Jerry. 800-783-5413.
DRIVERS, OTR- Star
transport, Inc'. Has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to .34c per mile,
full company benefits,
excellent home time, great
miles. Must have class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-4262/ 800-5486082 ext. 805/888-8779348.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.

DRIVERS: North American
Van Lines has tractor trailer
48 state hauling opportunities for owner operators.
Minimum of 3 months
experience required. Call
800-348-2147, Dept. KYS.
ESTABLISHED
Murray
business seeks motivated
self starter with working
knowledge of Word &
Excel. Logical decision
making ability required.
Send resume to P.O. Box
587 Union City, Tn. 38281.
EXPERIENCED Cook.
M-F, 7:30- 3:30p.m.
Apply at 410 Main.
No phone calls please:
FT/ PT Housekeeping. KY
Beach Resort. Angie. 270436-2345.

WestView
N"

E

RN SUPERVISOR (WestView)- Full time (3-11 shift)
Competitive salary with shift differential
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Positions available at WestView and Murray Calloway
County Hospital's Long Term Care Division
Prefer Certified but will train for certification
Full or Part Time (7-3; 3-11; 11-7 shifts).
MUST BE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR GED AND AT
LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE.
Benefits for all include: Health/Dental Ins.; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay: Retirement Plan; Attendance
Bonus. Childcare; Tuition Reimbursement
CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @• 762-1591 (WestView)or
Kt-1st!, Wea‘cr (41 762-1277(MCCH
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

PRODUCTION OPERATOR OPENINGS

Gateway Challenge Course - Weekdays
and weekends June - Aug. and weekends
only April, May, September and October.
Applicant must be comfortable with heights.
Collection Worker - Must be organized and
computer literate. This individual is responsible for handling data entry and other miscellaneous tasks. 20 hrs./week.

Gift Shop Clerk - Weekdays, Tuesday Friday, now through November 30, hours are
8.30-5. Applicant must be computer literate,
have good typing skills and an outgoing personality.
Please come by and fill out an application
with museum secretary, Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p m NO PHONE

INQUIRIES PLEASE

•-•

"

520 Boats & Motors

ACCOUNTANT
Progressive local (regional) telecommunications
firm seeks qualified applicants for the position of
Accountant . Successful
applicant will be primarily
responsible for the maintenance of general and subsidiary ledgers and prepare the operating and financial statements in conformity with governmentally established accounting
classifications, as well as
supervise subordinate
bookkeeping activities. Familiarity with laws and regulations governing rural
telephone company fiscal
practices and related experience is a plus: a degree in accounting is required.Resumes accepted
until March 31, no phone
tails please. Respond to
Personnel Department,
West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative,
PO Box 649,
Mayfield, Ky 42066-0649.
AIR Force. Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads, ages
17- 27. Plus .up to $12,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify!. For an information
packet call 1-800-423USAF or visit www.airforce.com.

•

.-N;g4011t
4‘

500 Used Trucks
510 Campers

Help Wanted

The National Scouting Museum. located on
Murray State University campus, is looking
for enthusiastic, self-motivated individuals
to fill the following positions:

1 YEAR $ 37 More expee
ence equals more pa
877-763-7483

495 Vans

Kelp Wanted

Golden
Dog
LOST
Retriever Lost around
Midway area Male named
Max Very friendly Please
call 753-2507

-tree local claim service

485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars

Kelp Wasted

HELP WANTED

Kelp Wanted

480 Auto Parts

Help Warded

Lost and Found

060

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

060

060

ALLERGY & Asthma Clinic
has LPN position available.
4 days a week. Please
send resume to: 2957 US
Hwy. 641N, Murray, Ky
42071 or fax to 759-1215.
EOE

030

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
,.Thurs. 3 p.m.

Help Wanted

room hostess
DINING
needed. Must be dependable, friendly, and available
evenings & weekends.
Approximately 25-30 hrs.
Apply in person 0
Willow Pond Restaurant
in Aurora..

13 P4C

Deadline Day & Time

Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately So corrections can be made.

060
Legal
Notice

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

ACCEPTING BIDS

)undment

ri

Just Say "Charge It"

lami% of
BuellDoneLcon
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300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

RANDALL A. HUTCHENS, CALLOWAY
COUNTY ATTORNEY ordered me (Reggie
McNutt) on 01/27/00 "Not to contact the
Sheriff's Office regarding [my] tax bill in
any way or send any payment..." On two
occasions 11/30/99 and again on 01/25/00 I
tendered full payment according to K.R.S.
133.120, Subsection 9, and on these two
attempts checks were never presented at
any bank for payment. I claim protection
enumerated in the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE for refusal of tender; UCC 3604 (1)(2)(3), therefore consider this tax
bill discharged. LET IT BE KNOWN to all
men that Reggie McNutt is a HEBREW
practicing the LAW'S of GOD per se to:
Public Law 97-280, Public Law 101-209
and FED STAT 96-1211!

HanI its

,ecregave
trikes
owing
talks.
lo -UI

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
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0MANPOVVER
has openings at MATTEL

for Production Operators
$7.25 Starting Pay
Benefits Available
Various Shifts
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT
753-3655
522 Main Street
EOE

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
It. interested, job descriptions are
available at
III North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824
Deadline.for applications is
April 15, 2000

Part-Time
Sales
Associate
weekPrimarily
be
neat
ends. Must
working
and enjoy
with the public.
Mail resume and
work history to .
Miss Bradie's
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY 42049
No walk-ins
MOVER: Full Time, benefits. High school graduate,
one year related experience. Good physical condition, ability to work outside.
lift maximum 100 pounds_
Good driving skills, valid
driver's license required
(must obtain CDL). Preemployment drug screening. Salary $6.27 per hour
Human
Apply
at:
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 420713312. Women/ Minorities
encouraged to apply. EEO
M/F/D, AA employer.
NEEDED 38 People to
lose up to 3Olbs Brand
newl Just patented I lost
23Ibs in one month.
1-888-756-2284.
NOW taking application for
full time meat dept help
Apply in person at D&T
Foods Ask to speak to
Frank or Danny Hinton
REGIONAL. Start up to 34
cprn/ .20 cpm signing
bonus_ Home weekends
weekly.
miles
2500
Medical, dental, 401K
Conventtonals .025 performance bonus Landstar
agenV 800-828-8338
SECRETARY/
Receptionist for local insurance agency. Applicant
must have excellent people
Skills, computer knowledge, be organized and
dependable. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-1 Murray.
KY 42071,
SECURE Your Future. Up
to 37 cents a mile to start,
full benefits, new conventionais. great home time
Regional or OTR drivers
needed call Arctic Express
800-927-0431 www arctic
express corn
START Your own business,
Set your own schedule
Control your own income
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund falSef
Avon
an
Be
Representative Call 888942-4053

•
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MURRAY LEDGER 8, TIMES
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Articles
For Sale

Computers

help Wanted

COMPUTER Problems' BATH & Shower transfer
Fceeze Ups'? Cabt Get On seat Like new, used only 2
The Internet? Crashes? weeks while recuperating
Unexplained Errors? If from hip replacement $50
Your Macintosh Computer Call 753-5886
_ Is Giving You Fits, Give Me
No
BUILDING
SALEA Call At 753-5778 I Can
salesman Go direct and
Help
The
MacDoc
Hinton
save 25x30 $1.999 30x40
KELLERS
OWNER Operators- Get
$2.900 35x50 $4,300
COMPUTER PLACE.
40x90
real mileage pay 80c a
40x60 $5.300
Hardware & Software $7,300 47x100 $11,000
New
loaded
miles
practical
mile,
Upgrades &
Others Final clearance
and empty That s at least
Free Estimates
Pioneer 800-286-3196
83c for household goods'
Internet Service
No Northeast. NYC or
Network 24" Satellite
DISH
South On Route 121
Canada No escrow Must
dish & 2 boxes $50 or
436-5933.
De 23 nave 1 year OTR
trade for something of
Store Hours- 9a m -7p m
CDL
ana
experience
equal value 753-9211
Mon-Sat
HazMat Fleets welcome
Exercise bike $40
Visa Mastercard Accepted DP
PascnaH Truck Lines Inc
Antique vanity with circular
MACINTOSH LCIII com8X -84d-0405
mirror $75 Child's desk &
color monitor,
WORK co, tr,e cf.est club puter CD
chair $10 759-9424
Some
mouse
H,ring modem
N,
arr..)tlnd
software, up HUNTER Green day bed,
installed
Nee*ly
cancers SCCC
pine sofa table king size
per- grade memory 5395 Call
guaranteed App, ..
Aztec Comforter & shams
753-9371
cal ,
son 31 ()Cy L4Cl•
753-4956
MDfA COMPUTERS
901-642 6,7:
CABLE
YOUR
-KISS
All your computing needs
301 -q44-C' 2.7
"- Only $69
GOODBYE,
A. Certified Technician
070
Includes 18' Little Dish
Micheal McDougal
Wanted
Position
System 40 channels for
Free Estimates
$1999 a month Toll free
@759.3556
888-292-4836 C 00 or
.7C icu nave a loN.'ed one
credit card ,FED EX
reeds a care giver?
Delivery:
.4edically trained, experiMUST Sell,- Arch steel
,,ced with rehab and
,
ANTIQUES, Collectibles buildingsFactory
patients 213 yrs
Furniture and Primitives Specials- 25x36. 30x60
.2xoerien13e Excejent ref- We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Below
48x80 50x 100
erences 435-4047
Entire Estates Call
cost' Perfect for work
753-3633
shops garages Financing
toy, from available Call 800-341
BUYING'S
'www steelmas1950 s-1970 s. or older 7007
:LEANING houses s my
Antiques &, Coliectibles• terusa-com
,s hes.,- Reliable Ca.. 759-3456
RETIRED TV Beanie
hca -5909553
Babies For Sale
CASH for toys. GI JOE
a' I
753-5318
and Transformers.
.0Id & new. 753-7185.
SIDE Saddle end table
Weekers
CASH Paid for good. used coffee table, 6x8 blue floral
0757
reles shotguns and pis- wool rug Miscellaneous
Sporting items Call 753-3657
Bensoh
to;s12tn STEEL BUILDING SALE Goods, 519 S
Murray
5 000 • sizes 40x60x14.
50x75x14,
.Motorola FPOST free -.refrigerator.
sale
cOR
50x 100x 16.
Micro TAC 6513 cellular used Carpetrrig gas heat- S59120,29475
60x100x16
phone with two complete ing stove, air conditioner, $16.879,
Min,-storage
$18.261
storm windows 753-4109
Hands Free car ids $100
Call 753-5171
WANT To Buy Acreage for buildings 40160 32,units.
terram $16,914 Free brochures
Rolling
120
home
8 www.sentinelbuildings corn
Within
trees
matJre
w
•Computers
miles North or South of Sentinei Buildings. 800327-0790 extension 79
Murray Cad 759-5202
333MHZ
EMachine

NOW Taking applications
for full & part time help At
Discount Tobacco City &
Lottery Apply in person at
621 South 4th Street
Beside D&T Foods Ask to
speak to Frank or Danny

I.

Loaded with software free
ocai
in•ernet access
S399
'
759-4439
Laptop
'
COMPAQ
Computer LIE 450. 16mb
-RAM Win 95 & Office 97
5315 Qayfield 270-2474843
COMPUTER Doctor
Wo do all types of maintenance to PC s. upgrades.
troubie shoot We make
house r_a,.s Call
492-8306

•

GOT Computer .
Questions?
Cal! Tory Rowell
,270,-753-92O6

WANTED R.ding mowers " STEEL Buildings, Factory
go cart's & # wheelers that direct' Must sell now'
40x60.- 50x 120 60x240.
need work 436-2867
80x 140 100250 Free
150
delivery Call today 800Articles
411-5869 ext 126
For Sell ,
TAN . At Home
Wolff
.17 ft Grumman canoe
Sunmaster residential tanExcellent shape ...5500 00,. ning beds direct from manOBO Call 435-4020 and ufacturer No middleman
leave message
means you save- 55$
Best
inventory
AAA Pools' New left over Huge
1999 pools must go' Fr selection Free color cataex 19 x31 00 pool With 'log 800-274!1744
sundeck fence filter only, USE Your tax refund to buy
5888 complete' *100c. a hot tub We must sell our
Installation 5 person Polynesian Spas
financing'
arranged' - Homeowners Tub Work fine Its
barc-all now 800-759-6058 gain at $800- Call 753Limited area,
4870

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks. counter
help and car hops for all shifts.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

USED VCR For' Sale $60
Good condition, but may
'need cleaning 759-9215
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan .31 home Buy direct
and save' Commercial,
home units from $199 Low
Monthly payments rree
color catalog Call today
800-842-1310
155

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

NOW HIRING
SALESPEOPLE NEEDED

Aapiencea
condition
•EXCELLENT
almond washer & dryer
Large capacity 759-9219
F RIGIDAI RE
Electric
Range New. 30" black &
white.$250 753-9584
160
Horne Furnishings

Male or Female
I. Great Pay Plan
2.5 Day Work Week
3. Experienced Preferred - Not Requin
4. 4 GM Lines +
Contact Bill Blackburn -

N1

at Brandon Auto World
for a confidential inters len

Monda thru Saturda
For

Great Future ;till: Great Reward'.
Contact ,tie Today
(270)753-5315
(80)) 455-5315

SALES/ROUTE MANAGEMENT
CON1F. GROV‘ %% ITH S
a Lareer position offering At% ancement to
de. Management.
We're Schwan'. Sales Enterprises. Irk A national
der in tro/en food sales ,
irir sales people are goal oriented. have a hi
irk ethiL. and understand the value of qualic\
iistomer service and the soft sell approach
As a Sales/Route Manager you will have a first
year earning potential of between S2(1,000 to
550.000 with a Guaranteed Starting Salary of S401
to 56410 per week
As an employee you v.ill have a protected terrttory,
established account.., quality products. medical,
profit sharing and paid vacation
Qualified candidates will have either. sales, management or customer service experience in a people'
oriented envii-onment
Applications are begin taken Sat.. larch 25th 9
a.m.-12:341 p.m.. 307 Bee Creek Dr., Murras.
KY. Nlost he at least 21 years of age or older.
rre n I !, seeking candidates tor positions
We are
in the Murray/Pans area

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc.
Nitta. Orrnrtund) Fr/NO.2e,

CHERRY DR Suite Table
6 chairs China Cabinet
$800 270-436-2007

I

180
Lawn & Garden

11LiNfarlin*
[

%Mad
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray
Guitars, Amps Strings
Picks etc Hours
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat

homes For Sale
1978 WHEELER
12x50 unfurnished 2br,
753-7040 leave message

WAREHOUSE For Ren
250sq ft 759-5976 Cal
from 8-4p m

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
For Neal

1986 doublewide 28x64,
1600 sqft 3br 2 1/2 bath,
siding
Asking
new
524.000 Must sell by April
15th Make an offer Call
759-3626 or 759-9533
1995 CLAYTON 16x80
Can be moved or left on
rented lot 18 acre farm
$20,000 Call after 5p m
753-0980

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available. all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt Partial utilities
paid $150 ' month plus
deposit Close to MSU
753-2934 or 753-5094

1996 CLAYTON 1680 1BF1 Furnished apt No
Mobile Home On a 0 92 lease required No pets
acre lot Located 1 block $235/ month 753-3949
South of Hazel $35,000
1BR Upstairs Apt Across
Call 270-492-8136
from campus Available
Mobile
1996
SPIRAL
4-14 No pets Call
bath
3br, 2
Home
753-5980 or nights
436Assumable Loan
753-1203
5066
1BR, Partially furnished
1998 16x80 Legend Gas
$180 a month No pets
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
759-1519. Leave mesMust be moved $24,000
sage
obo Call 435-4401
2BR Apt near campus, no
Mid-American
•1998
pets Days 753-5980 75316x80, 38R 2 bath, A/C &
1203 after 5p.m
appliances
1411-A
DUPLEX
2BR
•12 5 acres, woods, creek
Hillwood Dr $425/ month
$12,500 759-2316
759-4406
20 acres. 2 ponds, barn
Very nice 1997 1660 2BR Near Hospital 207S
extras 11th St $275 753-3415
mobile home
753-7123
$79.000
474-8404 evenings
2BR, Like new townhouse.
4 lots 120t200ft, 1997 C/H/A, appliances. Very
home. nice. Coleman'RE.
mobile
16x70
759-4118.
garage, & other out buildings Coleman RE 759- 2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
4118 Also 12x65 rent to Realty 753-4444
own
2BR near MSU $325
98 Bank repo mobile home Water furnished Coleman
located in local park Set- RE 759-4118
up and ready to move in 2BR.. near MSU. central
Easy financing
HA, Washer/ dryer furCall Conseco
nished, furniture optional
800-554-8717 Ext 774
Coleman RE 759-4118 •
DOL/BLEWIDE 2 large 2BR . newly remodeled,
lots, large metal building very nice, central 1-41A, near
12ft high sliding doors, MSU
$300 No pets
plus more 1 mile from Coleman RE 759-4118
lake 762-0032. 753-9961.
3BR 2 bath 5353 121S
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Call 489-2296
Myer 18yrs experience
Licensed and insured
Kentucky and Illinois 4373939 "
MOBILE HOME LOANS 50, down Refinancing,
Equity Loans Free sellers
kit Land or home loans
assumable
and
Flepo
Tree
Green
loans
Financial 800-221-8204.
800-554-8717
SELL Or Rent
Doublewide 2 miles from
town Very nice & clean.
good Condition 3br. 2
bath Living room. kitchen
& utility room $600,rno
753-3779

4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
COMPLETELY Remodeled
2br, 1 bath 3 miles from
town C/H/A Lease &
deposit required Call
753-5719 or 753-2647
DUPLEX 2br 18021 2-A
Monroe Ave $375
753-8002
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St now accepting applications for 2br townhouses
Office Hours, 10- 2. M-F
Equal
753-1970
Call
Housing Opportunity
Apartments
HILLDALE
now taking applications for
1,2.& 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDDe 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM
NOW available
1 room studio, lust off campus New carpet, remodeled Coleman RE 759.4118
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepttng applications for
1 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex 2br. 2 full baths.
on
Located
garage
Michelle Drive: Just North
of town, behind Cain's All
included.
appliances
Washer! dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal All the
extras , Lease/ deposit
required Call -after 5p m.
767-0912.

LARGE 2br Brick 11/2
bath
1148sq
plus
ft
garage All appliances no
pets $550 month Lease
& deposit 436-2113
NEW lbr apt University
Heights Stove, refrigerator dishwasher. w/d $325
Deposit no pets 7534937 M-F, 8-5
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house wiwasher &
dryer, furnished. near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm

EXECUTIVE Duplex 2br, 2
bath Brick Garage with
auto door Excellent location 902-B N 20th All
appliances $585 7535344, 559-9970
STUDENTS, Excellent 3br,
2 bath house Close to
campus Available 4-1 Call
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
house
WATERFRONT
4br,, 2 bath References
and deposit required
Call A-PLUS REALTY 4373966

For Rent
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109
2BR House has stove,
refrigerator, w/d. Across
the street from MSU. $400/
month. Deposit, 1yr lease.
No pets. More info call
Larry Rogers, Day753-3734. Night-_767-9230
2-sm. all appliances
furnished Water furnished $350 plus deposit
Day- 753-9620.
753-7453 after 7p m
3 or 4br Quiet neighborhood 3 miles from Murray
Rent
Storage building
$400, ma. Call 753-8085
Ask for Neva

EASTSIDE
3
1Q19
STORAGE
119 Main •753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520440 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Size Units
Available

All

ORNAMENTAL Flowering
Rear Trees Wholesale
489-2756

AKC Great Pyrenees
puppies AKC Samoyed
48R House for rent 212
puppies 270-382-2331
baths With C/H/A 1705
Miller Owner on Premises DOG obedience classes or
9am- 4p m Call 759-3660
private Serving Murray 17
COMPLETELY Remodeled years 436-2858
house 3 miles form town
3br, 2 bath, dining room,
living room, • utility, C/H/A
Gas fireplace and garage
Lease & deposit required
Call 753-5719 or 7532647

Writ) utilities
tint lude kentral heat A aii P
.rliteLeritunist
**later stein

15YR
Old Registered
Buckskin Quarter Horse
6yr old Green broke
Sorrow
Registered
Quarter Horse Call after
5p.m
753-0980
ONE 10yr old saddle
horse Saddle, bridle, real
gentle with kids. 3yr. old
Filly coat. Green broke
$350 1 Donkey $200
759-1777 after 5pm

.11

PAINT Pony Gentle, gaited Ridden by 9 year old
759-1233

L

Yard Sale

r
rfl
Tr '17

il

2000 FLEETWOOD
MEADOWBROOK
3 Bedrooms • 2 Baths • 1,080 sq. ft.
Appliances, air, concrete runners, Zone III
insulation package, full 2.vear warranty.

3831 121 S.,
Murray, KY

7

Fri. & Sat.

ho
at

CI

8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.

-mk-1

11E1111
111111111111

NICE
incomi
apprai;

3BR..
Subdiv
total I
$34,9c

_

St

100'

Pi
-11 c

.4

Garage
Sale
(Large 3 Family)
3 miles west of
Lynn Grove
Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat.
Washer & dryer,
t.v., computer.
household items.
Rain or Shine

is,bS

At tt
Murr
tion.

Will
kitcht
Wale!
Term:
,Watcl
Make
up ye

Yard Sale
1304 Kirkwood
7 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Furniture, appliances, clothes,
glassware, lawn
mower, misc.

Perso
lihrar
sew'
lures
- tahlt
electr
plan
clean*
err - rt
tools
Aucti,

YARD SALE

HUGE
YARD SALE
121 S. right on
893 at New
Providence
Church of Christ.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

Hwy 119 to
Cypress Rd. 3
miles to 68
Chestnut Ridge
Rd. Look for signs
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

Pa

Furniture, fans, elec
heaters, dishes. clothes,
crafts, lots of misc

All sales go to the

Relay For Life
The

GARAGE SALE

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available

Only $251*a month

Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing,4t5
Mon -Fri 9004 • ca., Fr, Infr,rrato • 759-05 ii

*7.75(4 fixed with 20% down in cash or land equity and

For the best possible prices
since 1958

7

270-474-8340 Please leave message.
GET Hook. round & tape-rotational
with
worms
worming. Use Happy Jack
Tapeworm tablets in rotation with Happy Jack LiquiVictl At Southern States.
(www happyjackinc.corn)

LOTS For rent
Toskana Place
753-9270

Need Furniture? Bedding?

211

BIG YARD
SALE

IR A

HAY For Sale 753-8251

*Shared areas are lite int;why
Kakhenette. tirealkroom,
(iintererike Kuumm
.1 se la% irra.hine

afai
radi,
clol

Ready on March 19th. No history of hip dys-plasia. Shots & wormed. Sire & Dame on
premises. Dame also for sale $200.

Whin Home Lots Forheat

Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose

Clot

AKC Registered Golden
5 females. $200. Colors: dark to light golden.

FLEETWOOD.

CL._.4SS/F-1EL)
THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

\r)

Ho

1111,1Pr
Retriever Puppies

285

PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs Coleman
RE 759-4118

7

Yi

-

LOT. For Rent 753-9866

CASE Ingersoll 446 Lawn
tractor w 44" deck $1900
753-1940 leave
OBO
message

171

March 24-25
259 Lawson Road
(off 121 North)
(8-12)
No Early Sales
'Bedroom suites (1 solid
oak), washstand, chairs,
old
antiques.
several
sewing machine in cabinet.
American,
Fostoria
Wexford, Avon, kitchen
table with chairs, silk
arrangements, dishes, pottery, glassware, Christmas
collectibles. toys

!`.
,
1"

1 bath, gas heat,
38R
$390/mo • deposit.
753-9826

12X43 In New Concord
$135 month Call
436-2427

DOUBLE Wide Lease lotS
Purchase option
753-9270

Super NES, full
size bedroom suit,
toys, clothes, and
misc. items.

1.1( Is (it

000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Estates/ Fox
COACH
Meadows located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection _Lots with City
Water sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95
753-3855

6
Di
nar
ch

753-3853

KING Snake, Corn Snake
& Python For Sale. All Are
Tame. 753-7285.

NICE 2br. No pets
753-9866

1

403 S. 11th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

MOVING SALE

keno*
LARGE BEDROOM in
Share
pleasant home
large living room, kitchen.
& bath, w/d, cable tv Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $190 plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211

YARD
SALE

first mortgage on real estate, 360 months, tax and title
included, with approved credit

$27,900
2.1,=&

or

(tax and title not included)

Wiggins Furniture

(2 Family)

96 Jobe Lane - Hazel, KY
Green Plain Estates
4 miles South of Murray
Thurs., Fri. 8 Sat.•8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Ty Beanie Babies w/tags, porcelain
dolls, videos, CD's, furniture, housewares, appliances, toys, clothes, pictures

I his
bac
Lead
prior
'Term
I

F EETVVCOD.

114 S. 14 t1 S

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

isit our weKsite for detail%
w..lark.bro..com
Open Weeknight.. iii N p.m.
s 4;11
2 Miles North fir ilyntron. KV Ito

Open Mon -Fri 9-5 • Sat 9-4

or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Nith 12. 24

527-1451 - 1-8M-455-30M

• ••••••

0

I

••••-•••1..
.PNI•410.......

1.• ‘,..•
4.

•
•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

[cl acfm•

Property
MTN Land Bargain 6AC+
Creek
$9.900
Enjoy
incredible mountain views
and creek, Just mins to
80.000 acre wildlife area
Nearby fishing, canoeing,
kayaking, hunting No trailers Great financing Call
TN Timberline now 800814-9965, ext 931
TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
wooded,
spectacular
views, with access to crystal clear min lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low, low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext

GARAGE
SALE
1406 Chaucer
Spring Creek
Oaks Sub.
Friday
6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Decorative items,
name brand adult &
children's clothing,
shoes, Christmas
items & toys.

St.

Ind

YARD SALE
LE

1706 Keenland
Fri. Only
7 a.m.74 p.m.

ad

YARD SALE
2191 Brinn Rd.
Friday
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Clothes, shoes,
household misc,
and discounted
Mary Kay
products

Reel Estate
NICE Older duplex Good
income Will sell below
appraisal value 753-2853
[111231Lake Property
3BR.. 2 bath Lakefron
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic system
$34,900 435-4632.

3BR That boost with new
carpet, vinyl, windows,
doors, paint hot water
heater, priced in low $70's
Call Velda Miller at Grey's
759-2001
Properties
Home 753-1989

100 ACRES
Beautiful building sites Dogwood and Red
Buds, open fields, woods, ponds and bluffs
over looking river bottom. Property will
have city gas this spring Property has
100.000 bu. grain storage, drying system
Will divide into smaller tracts
Located 1.7 mi. from Murray city limits
Turn left off 94E onto 1483 follow signs

TN Cabin Retreat Sac$49,900. Breathtaking Mtn
views, Ideally located
betiveen 2 state parks.
Hunt. fish, kayak, canoe,
hike nearby. A sportsman's
paradise! Great financing.
Call TN Timberline now.
800-814-9965. ext. 8918.
WATERFRONT
Dream
Home- Lake Barkley. 5
min. from golf course, marina. &
airport. 205ft
lakeshore, double covered
deck, wet bar. 4 fireplaces.
Built for entertainment &
many more amenities.
Must Sell. $195,000
270-924-1112.

Washer & dryer,
Home Interior, baby
clothes, toys, formal,
atagans, weedeater,
radio, curtains, traps,
clothes small to 2X

solid
:hairs,
old
abinet.
erican,
citchen
. silk
s. potnstmas

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905

REDUCED
Almo area. 5br. 21/2 baths
Also. 36x36 Building on lot
$81,500 Call Kim at Park
Avenue Properties
362-4224. 362-4148.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot,
town's edge
Easy financing
3BR. 2 bath brick home 753-4109/ 759-8093
Almost new, cathedral ceilFOR sale by owner. House
ings White kitchen, 2 car
and 4 lots 3 large garages
garage $91,200
& fish dressing shed
759-8749
Within 1 mile of
Cypress Springs Owner
NEW HOUSEwill finance Nice house
READY FOR
$49,500 270-436-5170
OCCUPANCY IN
ONE WEEK.
JUST In time for Spring'
3BR.,(possibly 4), 2 bath
Builder has 2 new homes
(Possibly 3) 10' ceiling in for sale 3br with 3 car
great room and dining, tray garage and a 4br with large
ceiling in master. whirlpool, kitchen and family room
2 porches. fireplace, extra Call 753-3903 to see either
deep garage, loaded with of these fine homes
extras. 108 Murray Estates NEW Home South West
Drive. Call
Villa. 3800sq. ft. 3br, 3
759-4586 or 559-2527.
bath. $153.000 753-5024

460
Homes For Sae
1210 Melrose 100sq ft
4br. 1 & 11,2 baths Fenced
in backyard
$62,900.
Appliances included 270534-1006.
2BR House with loft. Could
be bedroom View of KY
Lake
Pirate's
Cove
$89,900. 270-354-6804

FOR SALE
3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment

11(2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray. 753-1967
3/4 ACRE Lots. All underutilities
city
ground
Woodgate/ Gatesborough
area. $16,900. 435-4632.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
sale, city limits Private
country style living. Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.

270-759-1610
460

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

3BR, 2 bath. 2 car garage
412 acres, 30ft pool. Must
see! 753-2279.
3BR- Good Condition
$74,000.813 North 18th
Si Call to see 759-8578 or
753-1292

BUILT New in 1996. This
3br. 1 bath has C/H/A,
APPROX 8 5 acres wil 24x24 garage, 8x10 outdivide into tracts, just off building and deck on
Coles Campground Road approx. 1/2 acre Under
on Springs Rd -753-9502, $70:000. Call 753-2402
559-5062

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.8759k, APR 9.0% - 30 yr. fixed

Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for

SATURDAY, APRIL 8TH, AT 9:00 A.M.

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY.
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION

I

CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION
COME BID & BUY!!
TOR Al\CTIO1IFIlt
M_
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VIDI WI BCILO FT'S ALIC1
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AUCTIONEER

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
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.
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Real Estate & Personal Pro lert
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fryer,
eter.
terns.
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Absolute
Auction

Saturday, March 25, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the home of Mrs. Nora Jane Hale - 606 Radio Road. Alma KY. From
Murray, KY take Hwy. 641 North approx. 2 miles to Radio Rd. Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Real Estate Sells At 11:00 A.M.
Will sell at absolute auction 2 bedroom - bathroom - large living room - eat-in
kitchen - utility room. This house has a like new roof - like new vinyl siding - Almo
Water District - mature shade setting on approx. one'acre of land. Selling by deed.
Terms: 15% down day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
,Watch next week's paper for personal property listing.'
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction date. You Will be asked to give
up your 10 day post inspection.
•

ale
wood

st.
pplithes,
lawn
iisc.

Personal Property: 3 piece bedroom suite - twin bed - odd chest & vanity - old
library table - corner what not - what not items - magazine rack - old sewing machine
- sewing machine cabinet - radio - old ironing board - flat irons - smoke stand - pictures & frames - old hooks - kerosene lamps & heaters - metal shelf- sofa & odd chair
- tables - color is. w/remote - lamps - anniversary clock -dining table & chairs - new
electnc cook stove - frost free ref. - small kitchen appliances - some old glass & china
- platform rocker - costume jewelry - pots & pans - stone crock - luggage - vacuum
cleaner - bed linens - bedspreads & blankets - old quilting frames - 121 guitars - glider - metal lawn chairs - straight chairs - old bedside table - odd chest - hand & yard
tools - and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

ALE

to
id. 3
68
lidge
signs
at.
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For More Information Call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer

Saturday, March 25, 2000• 10 a.m.
Paris, TN - Henry County Fairgrounds
PARTIAL LISTING
Vehicles will be selling absolute from Henry County
Shenff's Department - (3) 1992 Ford Crown Victoria
patrol cars + 1993. Ford Crown Victoria patrol car +
1994 Ford Crown Victoria patrol car + 1982 Olds +
1981 Olds + 1976 Chevy pickup + 1987 Chevy +
1985 Yamaha motorcycle + 1981 Datsun + 1986
Nissan + 1974 Ford F100 + 1984 Chevy + 1984 Olds
+ 1978 Ford pickup + 1977 Chevy El Camino + 1988
Jeep + 1986 Nissan pickup + 1974 Ford Bronco +
1985 Mercury + 4 wheel rubber tire wagon + boom
pole + wood splitter w/4" ram + New Holland hay
rake w/dollie + 7 ft. John Deere bush hog + bay
spear, heavy duty + wheel barrow + temp service
pole + 4 gates + 4 wheel rubber tire wagon + Cub
Farmall tractor w/belly mower + Clark fork lift + John
Deere STX, 38 mower + 1964 IN truck w/dump grain
bed + 5 h.p., 80 gal. upright air compressor + much
more.
This is only a partial listing. More equipment will be
arriving Thurs., March 23 & Fri., March 24. Auction
reps will be on the grounds to check in equipment on
these two days
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
David Wilson 642-8457 • Kyle Norwood 243-4018
Steve Paschall 247-3303 • Emery Bradley 642-9082
or

Absolute
Auction

Absolute Real Estate Auction

A
4bsolute
uction

Saturday, April 1st, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
The estate of Mrs. Matronica Brown at 702 Sycamore St. in Murray. KY

.m.
;elain
xise, plc-

This 3 bedr sim house - 1 bath - large lising,mom - eat-in kitchen - laundry' room
- back porch - attached garage - lot size 60' wide 140 deep.
Lead base paint can be present in any house prior to 1978. Make your inspection
prior to auction date.
'Terms. 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed. There
will he a 6% buyers premium and will be part of the contract.
For More Information Call

El"

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer
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icensed P. Bonded in Ky & Tenn $1281 Firm 2331
My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

ALS

Malty Wilda
1996 CHEVY Blazer LS 4
door, 4x4 54,xxx miles Al
the buttons 8-5, M-F 753
4451 after 5p.m. & week
ends 753-1580
1996 S-10 Blazer 4x4
Auto,0 D , cruise, PW, PL.
4.3 V-6. 4dr, leather interior, Cd player, new tires.
50,xxx miles $15.500
759-2316
Used Cam
1982 Malibu Classic Blue.
305. 5 0, V-8 engine $900
Call Ed at 762-2241, leave
message
1984 BUICK LeSabre
139,xxx miles 759-9249
1991
EAGLE
Talon
101,xxx
miles
Black
Cherry w/gray interior
$3300
753-8242
1993 Altima GXE, auto,
electric, tilt, cruise, good
tires, nice condition $5000.
753-4437

AUCTION SERVICE
200 Adkins Lane
Puryear, TN 38251
(901)247-3784
Firm $1782
Doug Taylor
Auctioneer
Tn Lic #2027

Beth Taylor
App. Auctioneer
Tn Lic #4664

"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

A

C
T

Offered
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions, Decks, painting
remodeling, replacement
windows repairs, vinyl
siding. roofing
No Job Too Small
492-6267
1998 JEEP Sahara. Hard AFFORDABLE Hauling.
top. Like new, with low tree work, cleaning out
mileage. Call 759-1894, sheds, gutters, etc
evenings.
436-2867
AN extra nice 1986 Buick
ALL Carpentry Service
Park Avenue for sale
From Foundation to
$1.850 OBO 436-5394 or
Finish.
753-8355 ask for Patsy.
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
VOLVO, 1990, 240 DL.
Remodeling* Repairs.
Wagon Automatic with
Custom Cabinets.
over drive Power winConcrete Work AGC
dows Excellent condition
Certified
$7,500 Call 901-247-3986
43514272
Vans
1991 DODGE Caravan ES
Fully
loaded,
clean
143,xxx miles
$3500
Firm 759-8509
1995 DODGE Caravan.
White, one owner, low
miles. Extra nice. Call
759-5238.

VW Trucks
1986 CHEVY Pick Up
Blue & white. Excellen
condition. $5000
753-7057
1998 DODGE Ram SLT
Laramie. Loaded, leather,
power windows, power
locks. Black, 31,xxx miles
Still has full warranty.
$17,900. 435-4632.

Carpentry,
ALL
All
Electrical. Home building.
additions,
remodeling.
porches. decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs.
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard
DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
•Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
*Install braces &, floor
joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water
and drain lines.
'Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
improvements
David
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.

Maud

MOODY'S Mower Hepair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MORGAN'S Mowing
Service- Low prices.
free estimates 753-9210

TOTAL Lawn Care
Call Nichols Lawn
Maintenance Inc For Free
Estimate 759-9577

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
Multi Service
motor home boats RVs
Construction
and etc Excellent protec•New Construction
tion high quality, excellent
'Remodeling *Roofing
value Roy Hill 436-2113
*Concrete *Vinyl Siding
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Painting •Plumbing
Additions, garages, decks,
*Electrical Free
remodeling, vinyl siding
Estimates
20Yrs experience
David Crossett
753-5592
270-354-8216
CONTRACTING
270-887-1660
Roofing, vinyl siding. addiPROFESSIONAL
Tax tions,
decks, kitchen
Services Call Susan at
remodeling, restoration
489-2000
,
work Guaranteed Quality
PUBLIC Notice- No pay- Work 25 Years experiments for up to one year, ence Call Walters
Windows- siding patios- Contracting. 753-2592
Payments as low as
CUSTOM bulldozing &
$89 00 All credit accepted backhoe work,
septic sysNo money down required
tems 354-8161 after 4pm,
800-251-0843
Horace Sholar
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
Garden Tilling- Drive
roofs Free estimates
Ways Graded- Box Blade
270-437-4559
Work- Bushhogging
ROOF LEAKING'?
Free Estimates
Call
professional
a
Gerald Carroll Owner
Residential. Commercial or
Phone 270-492-6159
Industrial 27G-435-4645
Cell 853-4188
SUR WAY
DAVES Carpentry
TREE SERVICE
Home Improvement
Stump Removal
Remodels Decks
Insured with full line of
Additions We Do It Right
equipment
270-474-8417
Free estimates
753 5484

tompkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
•HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
'DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct.
Murray. KY

Scott Lampkins

(270)767-0062

Landscape
Lawncare

Fencing
Decks

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

"EL

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Campers

DEAD Shrub & :Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

LAKESIDE Campground &
Marina Site #86. 1997
Prowler 5th wheel with
slide out model. 30'. 5x
$18,900. 753-6001

DECKS, Roofing vinyl siding Quality work Free estimates Over 25 years
Gerald
experience
Walters
753-2592

1-800-909-9064

25' CREST III Pontoon w
10' Aluminum top. 48hp
Johnson Mint condition.
762-0287
BOAT, Motor & trailer 15ft
Fiberglass boat. 1990 40
hp Johnson Motor & trailer Excellent for fishing
270-436-2822

ESTATE AUCTION
Personal Property ofthe
Ernstberger Estate
Saturday, March 25 • 10 a.m.
Location: Dexter Community Across the
Highway from the Dexter Post Office
(Hwy. 1346 in downtown Dexter, KY)
Just off of U.S. Hwy.641 North
The following items will be sold at auction with
no minimums and no reservations...
3 piece Maple Bedroom set, very old mission style oak
bed, antique iron single bed, blonde 3 piece bedroom
suite, wooden swing, ladder back chairs, sofa and chair,
end tables, straight back chairs, oak rocker, lamps, oil
lamps, old sewing machine, framed prints, vacuum
cleaner, double pedestal water fall desk, dining table
with four chairs, primitive drop leaf table, antique marbles and buttons, old Boy Scout cup, antique figurines,
game board, antique Emerson radio, old Aladdin battery operated pin ball game, green Fireking. porcelain
doll, advertising smalls, stoneware, Sanyo TV.,
Westinghouse refrigerator, Magic Chef microwave,
electric range. GE washer, exercise equipment, dog
feeders, full size physician examining table, cherry silver chest, office desk and chair, antique scythe, antique
metal benders, auto ramps. All this and more.

Terms: Complete Settlement Day ofSale

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 HaseI, KY (270) 492-8796
Net respetneiblo fey obendynta Anionuneminento Ain
mster,ni

19 FT MARK Twain 77
model 6 cylinder inboard
65 horse w/ tandem trailer
$3900 080
28 ft Harris Pontoon boat
77 model 4 cylinder
inboard $4800 OBO
753-3444 ask for Dan
1987- ASTROGLASS
178" Graph Flasher.
150 Yamaha SS Prop
12/24T.M - Gauges
JackPlate PowerTrim
Bought new- Garage keptAlmost showroom in
appearance and performance 436-5500 $6500

1995 DODGE Intrepid Tilt,
cruise, nice car $6900
753-3970
1998 Cavalier Cony
Loaded
3x,xxx miles
$11.500 492-8144

& Motors

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

elec
clothes
misc

1979 KAWASAKI 4001(1
12,xxx
original
miles
Excellent condition $725
270-436-2973 Call after
7p m

PUBLIC AUCTION

(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)J1;11114141411;141T
ppies

NEWLY Remodeled 3b
home at 1604 Catalina
Court New heat & air,
paint, carpet, vinyl windows, new bath New Oak
kitchen cabinets, new dishwasher hot water tank,
counter tops stove, stackable washer & dryer Call
270-435-4534
OLDER 2 story home in
Hazel, next to Tooters
4 BR 2 1/2 car garage
New heat & air Call
$49,900 492-8144

FOR INFORMATION CALL 489-2462

530
Services Offered

4111olom

Homes For Saki

For Ssie
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ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

amb Brothers
.\)' Tree Service

1

270-4136-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GARDENS
Tractor tilled & bush
hogging Jimmy Edwards
435-4465
GET your weedeater, tiller
or lawnmower ready Call
McLeod's small
Cecil
engine repair Pick up and
delivery 753-9814
HANDY Work/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Give us a call We do it all
Phone 753-2388 or
436-5759.
Roofing.
HANDYMAN.
Carpentry. Plumbing, Yard
Work, Porches & Decks
Any job Call Danny
Paschall, 492-8500
HARVEY'S lawn mowing
489-2966
JIM Williams
Construction
Residential new & additions All types of electrical
work Also do computer
work Call 492-8306
LAWN Mowing Service
759-4564

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827

-64

Tree Trtinintniz

Free Egimares

(leiinup Senii

e

24 II.

full Line
!

Hei4:(
•leglitil Tree A .Stierrr

l'aul

'99.95
Dish Network
Installed In
lont. Home'

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d sh

d:4?
Ej

DIPEcry
Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones
Come sk,
( us at our nev. locatIon

408 N. 12th St.
f., Pizza Hut)

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!
Serving The Area For 27 Years
, AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U S Hw . 641

N.• Murray • 753-6660

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
Plus...all other home improvements
David Gallimore, Owner
Free Fstimates

901-247-5422

•
.

'.N4Itill
.,

‘

NN

Ns .-...N.s.'''•

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray. KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways. hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-800-636-5262

Outstanding staff to be honored
David's Cleaning
Services
•• We Specialize in Cleaning"
•‘'inyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Das id Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

480-6125
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-636-5262 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator

•
•
•

FREE 4mo old mixed
• Chow Female 759-0196
•.

up
(‘-0

those being secretarial/clerical; general; facilities management; and
executive/managerial/professional.
Two awards of at least $500 will
be made within each group.
To be eligible, persons must

have successfully completed a
three-year period of employment
at Murray State. To be -considered
worthy,of the honor, those selected must be' perceived as performing their job capably and must
also demonstrate in some Way a
special .effort, unique contribution
or an unusual level of commitment or service. Past winners are
not eligible for re-nomination.
Nominations may be made by
fellow staff members,students, faculty or the general public. Anyone who 'has the opportunity to
observe extraordinary service by
staff members is urged to submit
a nomination. Forms will be distributed to each university employ-

•
•

• "Getting to the Heart of Type
2 Diabetes," Dara Botts, RN.. cer-

Staff Excellence Award nominations will be accepted for a two
week period beginning April 3.
Nominations • will close at 4:30
p.m. on April 17.

mation desk, Student Government
Association office or from any
Staff Congress representative. Persons unable to locate' a nomina-

,

I got cash and
peace of mind at
First American.

.r410
MC"4101t

Cash When You Need it Most.
We all experience situations where a little extra money
could make life a lot easier. That's where we fit in. When you
need cash, we're here to help. At First American, you'll find
friendly professional service, cash that's easy, fast and
confidential, and no credit checks.
If you're employed and have an active checking
account we'll give you cash for your personal
check,then hold it until your next payday
The next time you need cash, come see us.
We've got the cash you need, when you need
it most

tified -diabetes educator and family nurse practitioner.
_
• "Intensive Use of Diabetes
Medications," Dr. Michael May,
C.D.E., endocrinologist, Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine.
• "Herbal Medications: Effect
on Diabetes," Melinda Joyce,
Pharm.D., director, of pharmacy,
The Medical Center of Bowling
Green, Ky.
To register, call MCCH at (270)
762-1249 or 762-1490. The deadline to register is May 3.

Murray-Calloway County Hos- pital's Diabetes Support Group is
sponsoring a workshop May 5 at
Murray State University's Mason
Hall Nursing Building.
The program is set for 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and 'is open to
the public as well as healthcare
providers.
The guest speakers and their
topics are:

tion form may request one from
Jean Bailey 'ht (502) 762-2393.

cc.
f
Additional forrni_win be located in each dean's office, academic department, Curris Center infor-

Diabetes support group to meet

13
r-17;;;;7'7Z7h7,77—Moving=

Free Column

Do you know a staff employee at Murray State University who
you feel exceeds the usual standards of their trade or profession;
one who has made a positive
impression or impacted the university community in a special way?
It's time once again to begin
thinking about someone that you
would like to nominate for the annual Staff Excellence Awards.
Nomination forms will be distributed soon to gather a pool of
candidates from which eight
employees of Murray State University will be selected to receive
Staff Excellence Awards in 2000.
The awards were established in
1986 by the board of regents to
call attention to and express appreciation for the loyalty and service
of staff.
Awards are based on four categories of permanent employees
as represented in Staff Congress,

506 N. 12th St., Suite
(In Olympic Plaza)
753-1020

Social Security Customers Welcome

CA$H

ADVANCE,

Cash When ou Need itMost

Come By The YMCA Booth At The

kr135FATE'

"IF YOU DON'T NEED
TWO LANE
RECLINERS....BRING
A FRIEND OR
RELATIVE TO
SHARE THE
- SAVINGS!" -

Friday, March 24 or
Saturday, March 25, 2000
To Sign Up For Your YMCA Membership.
If you sign up during the Kid's Fair
there will be no join fee, saving you $25.00.

•
•
40

Get a good deal while moiling a day offamily fun.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. March
24. 2000:
You are in control this year Forge ahead
in the direction' you want. Take time to
confide your ideas to someone who has
your best Interests in mind.-You succeed
as a team Be willing to learn new ideas
Break precedent and use different solutions. Learn to get past your mental filters. If you are single, romance blossoms
in the summer You are likely to meet this
special person traveling or maybe simply
out and about. If attached, plan that special vacation together. You renew your
tie because of better communication
from summer .on. SAGITTARIUS can
challenge you
The Stars Show the Kind of Das You'll
3-Positive.
Have
5-Dynamic.
3-Average; 2-So-so. I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could still be dealing with
some aftershocks from yesterday Allow
your sense of humor to come out, and be
less serious With perspective and time,
all appears differently. Make plans to
take off early if possible Tonight. Strut
out the door
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others have plenty to say.
whether you agree with them or not.
Dealing with a boss and work proves to
be testy. Listen to what a partner whispers in your ear. You get another vision
of what could be. Work as a team: don't
feel isolated. Tonight: Dinner for two.
GEMINI(May 21-1one 20)
**** Clear out work as fast as you
can. Your positive attitude and happy
ways disarm a boss. Listen to feedback.
be willing to get out of a rigid mode
Decipher intormation, verily news. Plan
an early exit from work if possible.
Tonight: Out and about
CANCER (June 21-July 21)
*** Creativity soars. You might not
know exactly what to do about a tumultuous relationship in your life Do you
really need to do anything? Clear your
desk by getting into one task at a time
Relax, and take your time making decisions. Tonight Off doing errands
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Deal with fundamentals Defer
strong decisions about a partnership for a
while. You _might still be reacting to

recent events. Let go of problems and
decide to see your cup as half-full rather
than half-empty. Allow your frisky playfulness to emerge. Tonight: Let the good
times roll
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Not everyonehas the right solution, hut exploring options serves you,
well. Your plate is full. Sort through
ideas Lad decide what ramifications you
are willing to deal with. Check in with a
family member later Tonight. Happy at
home
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deal with money issues headon, even if you feel a bit uncomfortable.
Think carefully before you make a major
decision. You might not always be nght.
Another seeks you out. Return calls.
make plans that make you smile.
Tonight: Out and about
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**** Beam in what you want, but
don't think a change made now is final.
Be willing to reiterate your ideas andsdiscuss an issue later. Balance your budget
and checkbook before making any decisions. Torught Treat another.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Take your time while contemplating yesterday's upsets. You don't have to
make a decision just yet! Evaluate what
you want from a specific situation. Take
action later in the day to ensure success.
Tonight- Beam in what you desire.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Get an early start on the day. You
succeed beyond your wildest expectations. Take action. clear your desk. Take
advantage of a cycle of high vitality.
Charge nervous energy into work. Later
in the day, slow down and join friends.
Tonight. In the limelight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Assuming responsibilities
seems like the best course of action this
morning. You move past a problem faster
than you thought you would. Your sense
of direction helps fnends get energized.
You know what you want. Tonight:
Where your friends are.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Reach out for others; make
calls. It it Important to seek out different
opinions. You could be surprised by what
you hear. Your sense of what is really
going on could be considerably different
than what others think. Be your own person Tonight Bring others together

BUY ONE FOR

'499
PAIR OF
ROCKER
RECLINERS
$50 EXTRA

"THE COBRA" HANDLE
WALL SAVER'

"PHANTOM* HIDE-ACHAISE WALL SAVER

Etljoy Wall Saver' convenience with
smart traditional styling. - In a carefree
fabric with big button-tufted pillow
back and extra-thick pillow seat.

Traditional comfort never looked
so good. The button-tufted back
and pillow-padded arms provide
the perfect combination of comfort
and style.

BUY ONE FOR

'599
BUY ONE FOR

199
"FURY"CHAISE
WALL SAVER
This plush chaise features a
channel-stitched headrest and
back, saddle bag arms and a
fully padded ottoman.

GET ONE

FREE!

Lan

•rro-

"ICEBREAKER" CHAISE WALL SAVER
This wall saver recliner features a channel-stitched
padded bustleback. soft pillow top arms and a
padded ottoman and a 2 Motor Massage.

BORN TODAY
Actress Lara Flynn Boyle 119701

THE BEST SHIRT III
THE WORLD IS BOCK!

PAIR OF
ROCKER
RECLINERS
$50 EXTRA

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS

NE Fl GOAL OF THE ENTIRE. STAFF I

GET ONE

FREE!
ING FURNITURE!
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